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HORATIO PARKER'S "MONA": AN EXPERIMENT IN 
AMERICAN GRAND OPERA 
NATHANAELR.MENEER 
ABSTRACT 
Horatio William Parker (1863-1919) was a prominent American composer who 
belonged to the Second New England School (the "Boston Six") , and served as the Dean of 
Music at Yale University from 1904 until his death. His opera Mona (Opus 71) was created in 
collaboration with his librettist, Brian Hooker (1880-1 946), as an entry to a contest that was 
being held by the Metropolitan Opera Company for the best English -language opera written 
by an American-born composer. Parker and Hooker won the contest, and received $10,000 
in prize money along with a production of Mona at the Met. The contest generated a 
considerable amount of interest in the American musical community, and sparked debate 
concerning the characteristics that should epitomize "American" opera. After difficult 
rehearsals and extensive revisions, Mona premiered on March 14'h, 1912. Despite its lavish 
production, the opera was met with a lukewarm reception by the American public, and failed 
to make its way into the permanent repertory of the Met. While American opera of this era 
was commonly criticized for being simple and frivolous, Mona is notable for being a serious 
opera of considerable complexity that was ultimately rejected by the American public. The 
opera is also significant in that it seems to mark a turning point in Parker's biography, after 
which he placed greater emphasis on the popular appeal of his compositions. 
v 
Preface 
Along with George Chadwick, Arthur Foote, Edward MacDowell, John Knowles 
Paine, Walter D amrosch, and Arthur Whiting, Horatio Parker was among the generation of 
American composers that oversaw the institutionalization of Western classical music in the 
United States. He was a prominent member of the Second New E ngland School (the Boston 
Six), achieved international fame, and as D ean of the Yale School of Music was responsible 
for shaping the nature of music pedagogy in American colleges alongside Paine and 
MacDowell. However, like many important figures in American music, knowledge of his 
achievements and contributions has slipped into obscuri ty. 
Following Parker's death in 1919, his former teacher and lifelong friend George 
Chadwick published a very brief biography of the composer. This publication, released in 
1921, was by no means comprehensive, and is more of a eulogy than a scholarly account. In 
1930, D avid Stanley Smith and W. Oliver Strunk published a twenty-one page study of 
Parker in TIJe Musica!Quarter!J. Ten years later, his daughter Isabel Semler published a book 
of Parker's writings and letters. Parker's life and works were not explored in a scholarly 
manner until the mid-1 960s, when William Kearns, now Professor E meritus at University of 
Colorado at Boulder, wrote his dissertation on the composer. In 1990, Kearns published his 
book Horatio Parker, 1863-1 919: His L~fe, Music, and Ideas, which remains the most 
authori tative and comprehensive publication on Parker. This thesis is greatly indebted to 
Kearns and his extensive research on Parker. 
While Kearns established a foundation for research on Parker, there is still a need for 
comprehensive scholarship on his individual works. For this reason, I have chosen to 
VI 
undertake such a study on the opera Mona, wruch has commonly been identified as the apex 
of Parker's compositional career. 
Vll 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction to Parker 
Biography 
Horatio Parker was born on September 15'\ 1863 in the town of Auburndale, 
Massachusetts to Isabella Jennings and Charles Edward Parker. His father was a prominent 
architect who served as a superintendent of construction for government buildings in New 
England. His mother was an instructor who taught literature, music, and English linguistics 
at Lasell Female Seminary in Auburndale. Parker had little interest in music prior to the age 
of thirteen, but learned quickly upon taking interest in October of 1877. Approximately two 
years later, in September of 1880, he obtained a paid position as organist at St. Paul's 
Episcopal Church near Dedham, Massachusetts. 1 Between 1880 and 1882, Parker studied 
piano with John Orth, music theory with Stephen E mery, and composition '.Vith George 
Chadwick, as well as unspecified subjects with local musicologist and critic William Foster 
Apthorp. Of the three, Chadwick was his principal teacher and would remain a close friend 
throughout his adult life. In his brief book on Parker, George Chadwick remembered his 
young student as an individual who was eager to deviate from the rules of music: 
As my pupil he was far from docile. In fact, he was impatient of the 
restrictions of musical form and rather rebellious of the discipline of 
counterpoint and fugues. But he was very industrious and did his work 
faithfully and well. His lessons usually ended with his swallowing his 
medicine, but with many a wry grimace. 2 
1 William Kearns, H oratio Parke~; 1863-1919: His Life, Music, and Ideas, Composers of North America, N o. 6 
(Metuchen, NJ : Scarecrow Press, 1990), 3-5. 
2 G. W. Chadwick and Association Kingsley Trust, H oratio Pmker (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 
1921), 8. 
1 
2 
On June 25, 1882, Parker departed for Europe to study with Josef Rhein berger at the 
Hochschule for Musik in Munich. That same year, Arth ur P. Schmidt agreed to publish a set of 
three songs for solo voice composed by Parker. 3 Under Chadwick's instruction, Parker had 
written mostly short string quartets and orchestral pieces. At the Hochschule, Parker seems to 
have focused much of his attention on writing for the voice, and produced three extensive 
choral works in addition to several part songs. Josef Rheinberger had a reputation as a strict 
and conservative teacher; despite this, Chadwick's "rebellious" teenaged student seems to 
have soon become one of Rhein berger's favorite pupils.4 
By the summer of 1885, Parker had completed his education at the Hochscule and 
returned to the United States. He started his career working as a teacher at schools in the 
New York area. Notable amongst these posi tions was his tenure at the prestigious ational 
Conservatory of Music. A portion of his time at this conservatory occurred during Antonin 
Dvorak's directorship of the institution, tl1ough it is unknown if the two men had much 
interaction with each other.5 The following summer Parker returned to Munich to marry 
Anna Ploessl, a young piano student he had met at the Hochscule. The 1:\.vo returned to the 
United States, and eventually had three daughters: Charlotte, Isabel, and Grace. Their son 
William (b. 1891) died a few months after birth.6 This death, coupled with that of his 
grandmother, younger sister, and his own ill-health, made the first years of the 1890s a 
difficult period for Parker. In the summer of 1893, Parker's fortunes improved when his 
3 Kearns, Horatio Patker; 6. 
4 Jbid., 9. 
s Ibid., 17. 
6 Ibid., 11-13. 
3 
Latin oratorio Hora Novissima met tremendous success in the United States and Britain. In 
the fall that year, Parker relocated to Boston where he became organist at Trinity Church. 
In May of 1894, Parker was offered the Battell Professorship of the Theory of Music 
at Yale College and relocated his family to New Haven, Connecticut. In September of that 
year, Parker came into contact with the student who would become his most famous pupil: 
Charles Ives. During Ives's tenure at Yale, Parker would teach him harmony, music history, 
counterpoint, strict composition, instrumentation, and free composition.7 During this 
period, Parker lectured as a professor, worked to develop Yale's music curriculum, 
maintained his post at Trinity Church, and served as director for both the New Haven 
Symphony Orchestra and the New Haven Oratorio sociery-all while continuing to 
compose new musK. 
Beginning in 1904, Parker began to shift his professional and social life from Boston 
to New York. He left his position at Trinity church for a position at the Collegiate Church of 
Saint Nicholas, a Dutch Reformed church in New York. This post caused friction between 
Parker and elders of the Episcopalian church who had long viewed him as an important 
figure in their denomination and its music. 8 In 1905, Parker composed a part-song piece with 
band entitled Union and Liber!J and was given the honor of conducting the Marine Band and 
a five-hundred-voice choir when the piece was performed at Theodore Roosevelt's second 
inauguration. From 1907 onward, Parker and his family increasingly spent their summers in 
Blue Hill, Maine, a location with a relaxing atmosphere that proved conducive to Parker's 
compositional activities. In the fall of this year, Parker became the director of two wealthy 
7 Gayle Sherwood Magee, Cbc~rles lJ;es Recomidered, Iviusic in American Life. (Urbana, IL: Universiry of Illinois 
Press, 2008), 38. 
8 Kearns, H oratio Parker, 53. 
4 
male choral societies in Philadelphia. These positions paid extremely well, but the addition of 
these responsibilities to Parker's numerous pre-existing obligations in New Haven, New 
York, and other New England cities placed Parker under considerable duress. 9 D avid Stanley 
Smith, Parker's successor at Yale once recounted a typical week in the composer's life during 
this period: 
Late Saturday afternoon, choir rehearsal in New York; Sunday, service 
morning and evening; Monday afternoon and evening in Philadelphia for 
rehearsals of the Eurydice and Orpheus Clubs; night train to New York; 
thence to New Haven for t:\vo classes on Tuesday; Tuesday evening by trolley 
to D erby [Connecticut] for rehearsal of the D erby Choral Club, arriving in 
New Haven at midnight; Wednesday, a lecture on the History of Music and a 
class in composition; Thursday, again wo classes; Thursday evening, 
rehearsal of the New Haven Symphony Orchestra; Saturday off again for 
NewYork. 10 
The long hours and strenuous commutes began to negatively affect Parker's health, 
which had been plagued by rheumatism throughout the composer's life. 11 Nevertheless 
Parker sustained this busy schedule for many years, though he resigned his position at the 
Collegiate Church of Saint I icholas in New York in 1910 in an attempt to ease his 
workload. 12 
Beween 1909 and 1916, Parker directed his attention to the composition of three 
operas: Mona, the subject of this thesis; Fairyland, which premiered in front of celebrity-laced 
audiences in Los Angeles; and Cupid and P.ryche, a setting of a John Jay Chapman libretto that 
was performed for a bicentennial celebration of Yale's relocation to New Haven. During the 
9 Ibid. , 55-57 . 
IO Isabel Parker Semler, Pierson Underwood, and W. Oliver Strunk, H oratio Parker: A Nfemoirfor Hzs 
Grandchildren (New York, NY: Pu tnam, 1942), 170-71. 
11 Chadwick and Kingsley Trust, Horatio Parker, 25. 
12 Kearns, H oratio Parker, 61. 
5 
summer of 1915, when Parker was on the West Coast for the production of Fairyland, he 
lectured at University of California at Berkeley.13 
In the final three years of his life, Parker's health quickly declined, and he was forced 
to curtail his professional activities. In 1916, Parker discontinued his employment in 
Philadelphia in an attempt to reduce the amount of time he spent travelling. The entry of the 
United States into World War I in 1917 deeply affected Parker, who was concerned for both 
his two son-in-laws, who were fighting for the Allied forces, and his wife's relatives in 
Germany. He directed some of his royalties to relief agencies, and composed three songs 
concerning the war: Hymn for tbe Victorious Dead (1918), Tbe Red Cross Spin! Speaks (1918), and 
A .D. 1919 (1919).14 On September 12'\ 1919, Parker underwent an appendectomy in 
Bangor, Maine, then returned to New Haven but was too ill to teach his courses. On 
December 9'h, in the midst of the composer's recovery, Parker and his wife left fo r a 
recuperative cruise to the West Indies, but the couple got no farther than ew York before 
Parker became stricken with pneumonia. Parker was eventually taken to his daughter's home 
in Cedarhurst, Long Island where he died on December 18'h, 1919. On December 20'h, 
Parker was laid to rest at Saint Mary's Church near Auburndale, Massachusetts.15 
Personality 
Though not a polemic individual, Parker was a man who seldom refrained from 
sharing his opinions in blunt and jestfullanguage. Indeed, reminiscing about the many hours 
n Ibid., 61 -69. 
14 Ibid., 72. 
IS Ibid. , 74-75. 
6 
he spent discussing music with George Chadwick, Arthur Foote, and Arthur Whi6ng in 
Boston, Parker noted that the group's conversations were usually "characterized by candor 
rather than courtesy." 16 Parker's propensity for candid remarks is believed to be part of the 
reason Ives failed to develop any affec6on for Parker as a teacher. Ives's father George was 
his son's musical mentor and endeared his son to both sacred and secular genres of 
vernacular American music. For this reason, it is unlikely that Ives appreciated Parker's 
directness when he described the quartet choir genre as an "abomination of desolation" 
during a lecture on church music, or his witty cri6cism of the Moody and Sankey hymns that 
were held dear by both father and son: 17 
People ask for bread and we give them sponge cake; for fish, and they are 
lucky if they get eels-some6mes real snakes, loathsome, wriggling, slimy 
moocfy and snakry snakes-vulgar with the vulgarity of the streets and the 
music hall. 18 
As the above quotation demonstrates, Parker's sense of humor was an integral part of his 
personality. Indeed, George Chadwick took the effort to note in his very brief biography on 
Parker that the composer was fond of making "paradoxical observa6ons" that could be 
difficult for "less subtle minds" to understand. Chadwick illustrates this point by describing 
an occasion on which Parker stated that a certain piece for organ and orchestra had "no 
business to sound so well," and explains this statement as an indirect compliment to the 
composer. 19 Chadwick's notable mention of this habit suggests that this brand of facetious 
irony may have been pervasive in Parker's communication. Indeed, his personal letters do 
16 D avid Stanley Smith and W. O liver Strunk, "A Study of H oratio Parker," Tbe Musica!Quarter!J 16, no . 2 
(1930): 156. 
17 Horatio Parker, "Church Music ," 1897, HP Papers 35/ 5-7. 
18 H oratio Parker, Address before American Guild of O rganists, November 2, 1900, HP Papers 35/ 1. 
19 Chadwick and Kingsley Trust, H omtio Parkn~ 20-21. 
7 
not suffer from a deficit of humor and wit. For this reason, it is prudent to be conscious of 
this aspect of Parker's personality when interpreting his speeches and writings-especially 
those intended for familiar audiences. 
In his spare time, Parker enjoyed outdoor life and was especially fond of bicycling 
and golf. 20 He and his family worked to create a sense of community in New Haven, and 
frequently hosted late-night dinners for local musicians and those passing though the area. 
John C. Adams, a Yale Professor and frequent guest, later recalled these gathering as follows: 
We were often at their house [ . . . ] Mr. Parker was altogether delightful in his 
functions as host, husband, and father. Mrs. Parker-the perfect wife for 
him- played up to him with charming banter. Sometimes Yale 
undergraduates joined the group and Mr. Parker was always amused by their 
cublike cavorting around this three attractive daughters.21 
Parker's habit of maintaining a rigorous lifestyle is another notable facet of his character. In 
addition to his career aspirations and general love of music, there were seemingly two 
reasons for Parker's reputation as a workaholic. First, Parker's biographers have noted his 
commitment to his wife and three daughters.22 His personal correspondence is fill ed with 
concerns about financial issues, particularly the cost of maintaining his household and 
providing for his family.Z3 Given Parker's upbringing in what was presumably a high-income 
family, Parker seems to have sustained his busy schedule in order to provide his family with 
what he considered an acceptable standard of living.24 Furthermore, Parker's personal 
finances appear to have suffered as a result of the financial support he provided to his 
2o Ibid., 24. 
21 Semler, Underwood, and Strunk, H oratio Parker: A Memoir for Hzs Grandchildren, 174. 
22 Smith and Strunk, "A Study of H oratio Parker," 162. 
23 Magee, Charles lves Reconsidered, 45. 
~4 My speculation on the affluence of Parker's parents is based on hi s father being a prominent architect in the 
New E ngland area and the family's abili ty to send Parker overseas for hi s education. H oweve r it is clear that hi s 
mother encountered financial hardship later in li fe . 
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mother, who accumulated a substantial amount of debt prior to her death in 1904.25 As 
D avid S. Smith and Oliver Strunk observe, most of Parker's works were written for a 
commission, prize, or special occasion. Consequently, in contrast to composers who had 
wealthy patrons and no family, Parker had to realize hi s creative ambitions with works that 
would serve as a steady source of income.26 The second reason was Parker's commitment to 
the development of American musical institutions. Parker was a proud advocate of the 
United States and its music. Even at the young age of eighteen his desire to play a key role in 
tl1e advancement of American music is clear from his diary: 
I find I have not strength of character sufficient to carry out my great 
ambition, which is to be pure in mind and body, and to be the first American 
. C · 27 
1n my pro1ess10n. 
His passion for the cause only increased as he aged and played an increasingly 
integral role within the American music scene. Parker's many pedagogical initiatives 
alongside his work with the New Haven Symphony Orchestra and the New Haven Oratorio 
Society- an ensemble intended to establish the E nglish oratorio society traditi on on the 
other side of the Atlantic-seem to have been motivated by this commitment. While 
travelling overseas Parker often acted as a self-appointed ambassador of American music by 
promoting the music and musicians of his homeland. In a letter to George Chadwick's wife, 
Parker mentions his advocacy for American composers: 
I went to Birmingham, Leeds, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Cambridge, Hereford 
and other places, mending fences, and roaring when called upon to do so 
[ .. . ] Please have him [Chadwick] send me without delay a few copies of his 
"Lovely Rosabelle" and his "Phoenix." I have promised some people copies 
25 Leners from W. P. Holcombe (iVJay 8, 1901 and October 27, 1902), H P Papers 26/ 22. 
26 Srruth and Strunk, "A Study of Horatio Parker," 159, 62. 
27 Semler, Underwood, and Strunk, H oratio Parker: A Memoir for His Grandcbi!rlren, xx. 
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of them and it will do no harm at al1. 28 
Although Parker can sometimes be portrayed as Eurocentric in contrast to Ives's overt 
expressions of Americana, Parker was an ardent patriot who held that the Uruted States was 
" the only country for a self-respecting American to live in permanently."29 
Beliefs about Music 
Parker was a firm believer in the merits of absolute music. H e found Bach and 
Brahms to be more "modern" than their respective contemporaries Handel and Wagner on 
the grounds that the former pair maintained "indifference to outward effects."30 Similarly, in 
an era of poetic rhetoric, Parker saw little to no value in analyzing music using aes thetic and 
metaphysical concepts: 
Serious critics and essayists have made vigoro us attempts to oust the music 
of the future from separate existence and to relegate it to the position of a 
human language which is to be used when it is grown up to express, more or 
less pictorially, ordinary or extra-ordinary human happenings or emotions 
[ ... ] The application of pure reason to such emotional phenomena such as 
our pleasure in music results occasionally in something very much like 
nonsense. 31 
William Kearns posits that these beliefs are probably a negative reaction to efforts by new 
schools of German psychology to deconstruct the experience of art. Parker's views, Kearns 
argues, are derived from those of transcendentali sts such as E merson, who maintained that 
28 Semler, Undetwood, and Strunk, Horatio Parker:· A Memoir for F-lis Crandcbildrm, 139. 
29 Ibid. , 156. 
30 Kearns, Homtio Parker, 28. 
3! Horatio Parker, "Concerrung contemporary music," HP Papers 35/ 10, p. 12-13; published in the 
proceedings of the 1909-191 0 American Academy of Arts and Letters. 
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pleasure from music is a distinctive reaction which cannot be comprehended or analyzed by 
logical means .32 
It is apparent from Parker's writing that he had a genuine love and talent for 
language. This affinity that was no doubt fostered by his mother, who provided the English 
translations for some of his most important compositions, such as Hora Novissima and The 
Legend of Saint Christopher.33 Furthermore, despite his outspoken antipathy towards music 
manipulated by external influences, the number of instrumental works in his own oeuvre is 
remarkably small. Chadwick notes this fact, and offers an explanation that contradicts the 
essence of Parker's stated musical ideologies, but is an interesting perspective from a former 
teacher and lifelong friend: 
The symphony orchestras of American and probably E ngland were open to 
him, but he felt that he needed words as a vehicle and poetry for his 
inspiration, and in writing for voices he was in hi s element. 34 
Parker perceived many of his beliefs to be congruent with "Anglo-Saxon" musical values . 
Despite his German training, Parker believed that British and American musical traditions 
were kindred spirits, and he had great admiration for the musical institutions of the former. 
He was especially suspicious of the highly individualistic styles of continental composers 
such as Strauss, whose music he called "a shriek for the recognition of his own personali ty" 
despite admiring many aspects of hi s musical talents. 35 For most of his life, Parker's 
commitment to American music was confined strictly to the Western classical tradition, as 
he had little use for popular musics. Similarly, Parker rejected suggestions by Antonio 
32 Kearns, I-loratio Parka; SO. 
33 Smith and Strunk, "A Study of Horatio Parker," 154. 
34 Chadwick and Kingsley Trust, Horatio Parker, 22. 
35 Kearns, Horatio Parker; 49. 
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D vorak and others that American composers should look to native and black American 
musics in their quest to es tablish a national style. otably, Parker created controversy when 
he asserted at the Peabody Institute in Baltimore in March of 1897 that the United States 
had no "indigenous" music. 36 
Parker's beliefs in all matters are always strongly and colorfully expressed. Tills seems 
to have made rum prone to overstating his opinions, as his remarks and activities are not 
always consistent. In tills way, while Parker knew where he stood on most issues, most of 
these beliefs were opinions and not inflexible ideologies. Furthermore, as Chapter Five of tills 
thesis will detail, Parker substantially moderated many of ills opinions in the years that 
followed the production of Mona. 
Pedagogy 
Parker's work as a music educator was an important part of his musical patriotism. 
The era in which Parker lived saw the rise of many important American musical institutions: 
the formation of music programs at important universities such as H arvard, Yale, and 
Columbia; the founding of the "big five" orchestras and the Metropolitan Opera; and the 
explosion of music publishing in the United States. Parker played an important role in 
shaping many of these developments. 
Perhaps the most notable aspect of Parker's musical thought is the degree to which 
he conceptualized the American musical milieu as a whole. Parker's writings and speeches 
suggest that he devoted a considerable amount of time to contemplating the best way to 
36 Kearns, Horatio Parker, 40. 
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incubate a rich musical culture within the United States. In his concept of a thriving musical 
culture, a nation's composers were the source of its vitali ty: 
A nation's musical life must always center in and radiate from its composers . 
They are the only real producers; singers and players are reproducers. The 
composers alone show unmistakably the real degree of musical cultivation 
which obtains in any country.37 
Parker firmly believed that the best way to understand music was to create it.38 In this way, 
his entire pedagogy of music centered on teaching every student (regardless of age) as if the 
final objective was to turn him or her into an accomplished composer. In this way, the 
curriculum Parker created at Yale was designed to create composers and attempted to 
downplay integration of the subject into the other liberal arts. 39 Parker also lacked specialized 
training in music history and apparently did not enjoy teaching the subject for this reason. 
Parker's structuring of the Yale curriculum was probably also motivated by a desire to center 
it on his personal strengths.40 
In addition to fostering composers to create a supp!J of music, Parker believed that it 
was necessary to cultivate a society in which there was a strong demand for the music being 
written. He believed American musicians needed to focus on "securing greater intelligence 
among the mass of the people towards creating a natural demand for those things which the 
artist alone can supply" by promulgating the "intelligent, and intellectual enjoyment" of 
music. 41 T o achieve this obj ective, Parker seems to have focused his attention on honing the 
37 Horatio Parker. Address given before the National Institute of Arts and Letters, January 25, 1900, HP Papers 
35/ 3. 
38 Smith and Strunk, "A Study of Horatio Parker," 158. 
39 Kearn s, Horatio Parker, 31. 
40 Magee, Charles lt;es Recon.ridered, 43. 
41 Horatio Parker. Address given before the National Institute of Arts and Letters, January 25, 1900, HP Papers 
35/ 3. 
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musical intellects of the yo unger generation. He was a strong advocate of exposing children 
to "good" music within the home: 
The very best way of familiarizing children with music is to have it at home 
where it is restful, stimulating, and elevating, if it be good music [ ... ] It may 
be that by encouraging natural aptitude for music in your children, the great 
American composer will be found and trained among us here in ew 
England. It is no more improbable here than anywhere else ... 42 
However, he strongly di sliked the "singing-school" and "rote-note" traditions of his day, as 
he perceived them to be taught as extra-curricular activities rather than serious academic 
subjects. In his opinion, "children should be taught to read and write music as they are in 
English."43 Parker also served as an editor of The Progressive Music Series, a multivolume series 
of educational books intended for public schools. This series contained songs written by the 
leading composers of the day, including approximately forty by Parker. This series sought to 
instil within children "a lasting love for, and an intelligent appreciation of, the best in 
music." 44 Moreover, it placed a heavy emphasis on the activities that Parker believed to be 
essential to a proper education in music: ear training and sight-singing, the teaching of 
harmony, and the development of musical taste. 45 ear the end of his career, Parker again 
targeted the younger generation of Americans by composing some part-songs for secondary 
school groups, which set the poetry of American authors such as ixon Waterman and 
Oliver Wendell Holmes. Moreover, as one of his last administrative acts as Dean, Parker 
42 Semler, Underwood, and Strunk, Horatio Parker: A lvfemoirfor His Grandchzldren, 175. 
43 H oratio Parker, "Music in our public schools," n.d. , HP Papers 36/ 4. 
44 Horatio W. Parker, The PJVgres.riJJe lvlusic Se1ifs for Basal Use in Pn';muy, Intetmediate, and Grammar Grades (Boston : 
Silver, Burdett, 1914), 3. 
45 Kearns, H omtio Parker, 32. 
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initiated the Public School Music program at Yale in 1917. Unfortunately, this program was 
short-lived and ended in 1921.46 
Previous Works for Stage 
Parker's recorded beliefs on opera were consistently negative prior to the turn of the 
century. As Kearns observes, many in Parker's generation viewed opera as an unsatisfactory 
art form that was to be regarded with suspicion.47 Parker's opposition to opera seems to 
have waned over time. In an 1899 interview with Vernon Blackburn following the 
production of Hora Novissima at the Festival of the Three Choirs in Worcester, England, be 
professed an affinity for La Boheme, remarking that the Puccini's opera was "very, very 
great." Moreover, when asked why be did not compose operas, Parker replied "Give me a 
book, and I will write an opera."48 However, in a speech entitled "Impressions of a Year in 
Europe," which he gave to his Yale colleagues upon returning from his 1901-02 sabbatical in 
Europe, Parker was again highly critical of opera: 
[Strauss] is thoroughly educated, naturally most gifted, and original to a 
degree which is sometimes positively painful [ . . . ] He seems the logical 
outcome of the Wagner movement, and therein is to be found, I believe, the 
weak point in his work, if there is one. [ ... ] [He] always tries to express 
something other than music: philosophy, religion, jokes, definite ideas, 
sometimes even physical happenings. I don't think music can make that an 
end [ ... ] I am inclined to think that music among Anglo-Saxons is built upon 
a more solid foundation [ ... ]The music of the Germans is now so colored 
by externals that it has hardly a separate existence. That of the French seems 
not to come from deep enough, not to go deep enough-superficial. That of 
46 Ibid. , 33. 
47 Ibid. , 143. 
48 Ibid. , 142. (Citing clipping from October 8, 1899 edition of the Pall Mall Gazette) 
the Italians is opera-a form with such manifest limitations that one may 
almost regard it as outside the sphere of reasonable activity among Anglo-
Saxons. 49 . 
During his sabbatical Parker attended many operas in major European cities and had the 
opportunity to meet Richard Strauss-who had notably just turned to composing operas 
after a period of writing symphonic poems. 5° Hence it is possible that these experiences 
renewed his disdain for music that catered to external influences, such as opera. It is also 
possible that the disparity can be attributed to the respective audience of each statement. 
Parker's 1899 comments were made to a local newspaper, whereas his latter remarks were 
made to a private gathering of his Yale Colleagues-a venue in which blatant honesty and 
humorous embellishment were more permissible. Indeed, in addressing his colleagues, he 
15 
told jokes and was more candid about the limitations of American musical institutions than 
he was in the public statements he made while overseas. Nevertheless, two years later Parker 
ventured into the realm of staged dramas by composing incidental music for two plays 
intended for performance in New York City: Tbe Eternal Feminine (1904) and Tbe Prince if 
India (1906).51 
Tbe Eternal Feminine was a drama in four acts by Frances Nathan that was written 
especially for actress Margaret Anglin. The play was intended for production in New York 
during the season of 1904-1905, but it appears as though the play was performed in other 
U.S . cities, namely New Haven, Detroit, Indianapolis, Chicago, and San Francisco.52 The plot 
of the play takes place in the Aegean Sea around 400 BCE, and centers on the theme of 
49 Semler, Underwood, and Strunk, Horatio Parket:· A Memoirfor His Crcmdchildren, 164. 
50 Ibid ., 144 (Citing Parker's Diary) . 
51 On page 144 of Horatio Parkn; 1863-1919, Kearns states that Parker's trip to Europe "intensi fi ed" the 
composer's interest in opera. I did not encounter any primary source information to support this idea . 
52 Kea rns, Horatio Parker, 145. 
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women controlling the destinies of men. Unfortunately, no music for this work survives, 
though an article in the Yale A lumni Weekfy suggests that the work contained fourteen 
orchestral pieces and some women's choruses. ' 3 The Prince of India was a Broadway play based 
on Lew Wallace's novel by the same name, which was adapted for stage by ]. I. C. Clarke. 
Parker's score for this work was written for flute, oboe, two clarinets, bassoon, two horns, 
two trumpets, harp, percussion and strings. The nature of the play required an immense 
amount of music, including fifty-nine substantial segments of orchestral music to accompany 
the production's elaborate visual spectacles. These segments include an overture, preludes 
and postludes to the five acts, percussion-rich dances, trumpet fanfares, and incidental solos 
that are primarily played by flute, oboe, and clarinet. 54 Other than a single tenor solo, most of 
the vocal sections are choral. Parker attempted to emulate the exoticism of Eastern music by 
employing the harmonic minor scale and constructing melodies that featured the repetition 
of small intervals. He also created dramatic uni ty by employing a rudimentary leading motive 
to represent musically the Indian Prince who is at the center of the plot. 
Given his criticism of music affected by "external influences" in 1902, one cannot 
help but wonder what prompted Parker to compose in a genre defined by the practice of 
musical content catering to dramatic events. During this period, Parker seemed to be making 
a concerted effort to shift his social and professional life from Boston to New York, 
presumably due to the latter's proximity to New Haven. 55 Parker may have seen these plays 
as a good opportunity to establish professional connections in ew York. He may also have 
been financially motivated to compose these works. According to his diary, Parker received 
53 Ibid., 55. (Citing October 12, 1904 eclition of Y ale A/uJ1111i 1./.?'eekb) 
54 Ibid ., 145. 
55 Ibid., 54. 
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generous commissions for both scores: $450 for Tbe Eternal Feminine and $800 for Tbe Prince 
of India. 56 It is apparent that Parker made little effort to publicize his contributions to these 
productions. In fact, Kearns refers to these works as "the best kept secret of Parker's 
professional career," noting that Parker would exclude these works when submitting lists of 
his compositions to publications such as Tbe Grove Dictionary. 57 The absence of Tbe Eternal 
Feminine from Parker's surviving works is also notable since virtually all of Parker's other 
works of its period and calibre were preserved. Furthermore, though the holograph score for 
Tbe Prince of India survives, it is notably less polished than those of Parker's other major 
works, with doubled parts and repeated melodic figures often indicated in short-hand. 
Consequently, one is left with the impression that Parker did not take a great deal of pride in 
either work. Moreover, as Kearns observes, Tbe Pn'nce of India has little in common with 
Parker's subsequent works for stage, which suggests that he did not consider either work to 
be a candidate for emulation.58 
56 App roximately $11,200 and $19,700 respectively in 2010 U .S. D oUars. 
57 Kearn s, Horatio Parker, 55. 
SS ]bid. , 145. 
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Chapter 2- Introduction to Mona 
Met Contest for Best "American" Opera 
Horatio Parker's opera Mona (Opus 71) was written for a contest that was held by 
the Metropolitan Opera Company for the best English-language opera written by an 
American-born composer. The contest was announced on D ecember 15'" , 1908 and stirred 
considerable excitement within the American musical community. It was the brainchild of 
Giulio Gatti-Casazza, the General Manager of the Metropolitan Opera Company, who was 
an advocate for bringing new works to the Met and suggested the contest to the institution's 
Board of Directors.59 The basic rules of the contest were as follows: 60 
1) The opera had to be written by a native-born citizen of the United States. 
2) The entire performance, including intermissions, could not exceed three 
hours and fifteen minutes. 
3) The libretto was to be in English. If an adaptation of any existing literary 
work was utilized, it had to be a new adaptation. 
4) All scores were to be anonymous, containing a mark of identification 
corresponding with an identical mark on a sealed envelope 
5) The award would be made by a jury of recognized authorities selected by 
the Board of Directors of the Metropolitan Opera Company, who must 
reach a two-thirds majority to make a decision. 
The winning opera would be staged by the Metropolitan Opera Company in New York the 
following season, and its creator would receive a cash prize of ten thousand dollars, which 
was the equivalent of approximately $233,000 in today's dollars. 61 
59 
"The Pri ze Opera "MONA" and its A uth ors," n.d. , Article on stationary from the Metropolitan Opera, 
Mona vocal score in BpBr; I examined the minutes from the meetings of the Board of Directors to no avail , 
hoping to find further information on the contest's conception. Unfortunately, surviving correspondence from 
this period is extremely sparse. 
60 "Now For Mona, the $10,000 Prize Opera," Neu; York Sun, March 10, 1912. 
61 Ibid . 
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Prior to this contest, the Met had shown little interest in the production of American 
opera. 62 Consequently, the contest and considerable resources of its sponsor led many to 
believe that the chosen work would have a substantial impact on the tradition of "American" 
opera. 
Around the turn of the twentieth century several American operas emerged and were 
warmly received, though the popularity of these works paled in comparison to their 
European counterparts . Notable among these works was Walter Damrosch's setting of The 
Scarlet Letter (1896), as well as Fredrick Converse's works The Sacrijice (191 0) and The Pipe of 
Desire (1907). However, none of these compositions was considered to be a seminal 
representation of a new American style of opera. Naturally, a diverse array of opinions arose 
concerning the qualities that the winning opera should possess. Soon after the contest was 
announced, the New York Evening Post implored "budding American opera composers" to 
avoid the idiom of works such as Salome, Electra, and Pellias et Milisande, which "deliberately 
taboo melody," arguing that composers should focus instead on the lyrical styles of 
individuals such as Victor Herbert, Arthur Nevin, and Frederick Converse.63 It seems as 
though many in the American music community were expecting Parker to compose a work 
that was stylistically distinct from those of modernist composers in E urope. 
Creation of Opera with Brian Hooker 
The libretto for Mona was written by Brian Hooker (1880-1 946), a young intellectual 
who was beginning to establish his career as a freelance writer after holding teaching 
62 H enry E. Krehbiel, More Chapters on Opera (New Yo rk, NY: H olt, 1919), 169-71. 
63 Kearns, Horatio Parker, 149. 
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positions at both Yale and Columbia.64 Parker had long been eager to collaborate with 
Hooker on an opera and had solicited a libretto from him as early as 1907, though Hooker 
took no definitive action until Parker brought the Met contest to his attention in the Spring 
of 1909.65 Hooker likely captured Parker's attention during his tenure as an undergraduate at 
Yale. As a student, Hooker won practically every literary prize offered by Yale and served as 
editor of the Yale Record and Yale L iterary Magaz:jne. 66 When the contest was announced, 
Hooker was barely one month over the age of twenty-eight and had little experience writing 
for musical genres. Hence the opportunity to collaborate with an established and respected 
composer like Parker offered Hooker a chance to expand his career in a new direction-one 
that would eventually lead Hooker to find success in musicals such as Cyrano De Bet;gerac 
(1923) and The Vagabond King (1925). 
On February 12'h, 1909, approximately two months after the announcement of the 
Met contest, Parker wrote "Brian Hooker Scenario" in his diaty, suggesting that work on the 
project that would become J./J.ona had begun. 67 Parker was apparently unmoved by Hooker's 
original prose description of the libretto he planned to write but became captivated by the 
beauty of his partner's poetty when we he received the first verses of the libretto in June 
1909.68 Hooker wrote the first rough draft of the libretto at his home in Farmington, 
64 Ibid .. See also James Wright, 1902 Yale Autobiographies (Newburgh, NY: The Moore Printing Co., 1927), 271 
65 Clipping from Ansonia E 1;ening 5 en tina/, March 13, 1912, HP Papers 31 / 12-13; "Making the Prize Opera: How 
Prof. Parker and Brian Hooker Collaborated in Composing 'Mona'," n.d., Mona vocal score in BpBr; Horatio 
Parker, Speech given before the Directors o f the Metropolitan Opera House, n.d., HP Papers 35/ 20. 
66 Kearns, H oratio Parker, 149. 
67 Ibid., 60. 
68 Horatio Parker, Speech given before the Directors of the Metropoli tan Opera House, n.d., HP Papers 35/ 20. 
Connecticut early in the summer of 1909, and quickly sent it to Parker in Blue Hill, Maine 
where the original piano sketch of the musical setting was made. During these months, 
Image 1- Parker's Composition Cabin at Blue Hill 
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Parker reportedly invested many fourteen- and fifteen-hour work days creating the score in 
his private study that stood in isolation on a hill near his summer home.69 
69 "Two Years' Work In Wilds On Prize Opera," The Ne1JJ York Herald, n.d., Mona vocal score in BpBr. 
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An undated seven-page gathering of piano manuscript marked "Mona First Sketch" 
at Yale seems to have been Parker's starting point. These pages appear to constitute an early 
version of the A ct I prelude. Like the final version, this early draft is a pastiche of the key 
leading motives that are prevalent thro ughout the opera.70 After these initial sketches Parker 
seems to have transferred his sketching activity to a blue manuscript book, in which he 
completed a first draft of the opera for voice and piano. 71 The subsequent entries made by 
Parker in his diary, supplemented by dates provided in sketches and the original score, 
provide the following approximate chronology of the work's creation: 
D ate Entry 
July 11 , 1 909 Date written on first page of blue sketch book 
July 17, 1909 "Balance of Act I" 
July 27, 1909 "Finished sketch of Act I" 
September 14, 1909 "Fin sketch of Act II" 
March 28, 1910 "Sent opera to Brian Hooker" 
April 27, 1910 Date written at end of original score of Act I 
June 17, 1910 Date written at end of original score of Act II 
August 24, 1910 "Finished scoring Act III and sent it to Leach [?]" 
Table 1- Chronology of Composition 
According to one source, the majority of the work on the opera had been completed by the 
end of the summer of 1909.72 However, Parker's "sent opera to Brian Hooker" en try on 
March 28'h, 1910, seems to mark the first complete sketch o f music and libretto. This 
possible delay in composition may have been the result of the considerable duress Parker 
70 H oratio Parker, Manuscript entitled "Mona First Sketch ," HP Papers 12/ 6. 
71 Horatio Parker, Manuscript of Mona "Vocal Score" (Blue Book), HP Papers L/ Op. 71b. 
72 "Making the Prize Opera," unidentified newspaper clipping, Mona vocal score in BpBr. 
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was under early in 1910. In the winter of that year, Parker's wife, who normally looked after 
their home and three daughters, had to travel to Germany to care for her sick father. 
Parker's letters from this period attest to him being "mentally exhausted" from trying to 
balance hi s considerable professional obligations alongside the domestic needs of his 
household. 73 Nevertheless, in the months leading up to the deadline Parker apparently had 
several meetings with Hooker in New Haven, New York and Blue Hill, Maine, where the 
two men spent a considerable amount of time working on revisions. On August 24, 1910, 
Parker finished the initial score of the opera, though he continued to revise it right up to the 
day before the September 15'h deadline for submissions. 74 
In all, twenty-four operas were submitted to the contest. Though the Met attempted 
to keep the participating composers anonymous to both the judges and the public, the New 
York World reported that the contestants included Albert :tvlildenberg, Arthur evin, Ernest 
Richard Kroeger, Arne Oldberg, Alfred G. Robyn, and Charles Wakefield Cadman.75 The 
works were evaluated by a jury consisting of Alfred Hertz, Walter D amrosch, George 
Chadwick, and Charles Martin Loeffler over the course of several months. The evaluation 
process was not without controversy. At one point in the process an attempt was made to 
postpone the awarding of the prize for another year on the grounds that too few 
submissions had been received, though this initiative was suppressed. In another incident, 
Albert Mildenberg threatened to sue the Met for a large sum of money when he discovered 
73 Kearns adds the need to reorganize the teaching staff at Yale after Samuel Sanford's death to this list of 
difficulties in this period. However, Samuel Sanford had stopped teaching at Yale in 1908 due to an 
unexplained loss of vision ("SAMUELS. SANFORD DEAD," Nel/J York Times, January 7, 191 0). 
74 "Making the Prize Opera: How Prof. Parker and Brian Hooker Collabo rated in Composing 'Mona'," 
unidentified newspaper clipping, Mona vocal score in BpBr; Notes wri tten by Parker in the Stoeckel fam ily's 
copy of the Mona vocal score, HP Papers A/ op. 71 / c.1-3 . 
75 Clipping from Neu; York U~orld, May 4, 1911 , HP Papers IV, E 1. 
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parts missing from his returned opera and concluded that his submission to the contest had 
not been properly evaluated.76 Finally, on May 2nd, 1911, the judges came to a unanimous 
decision in favor of Mona. 77 Within a few days of the announcement Parker, his wife, and 
Brian Hooker travelled to New York to receive the award and begin planning the opera's 
production with Giulio Gatti-Casazza and Alfred Hertz, the Met's German opera conductor 
who had been selected to conduct the work. 78 In accordance with their agreement, Parker 
received two-thirds of the prize money and Hooker the remaining third. Similarly, the pair 
instructed the Metropolitan Opera Company to distribute any subsequent royalties according 
to this proportion. 79 
Most of the American musical community was enthusiastic about Parker winning the 
contest, though some regarded Parker's award with suspicion, noting that Chadwick, 
Loeffler, and D amrosch were all personal friends of the composer. The most malicious 
statements concerning this matter came from The Musical Courier, which questioned the 
procedures of the contest, the impartiality of the judges, and Parker's personal motivation 
for entering the contest.80 Indeed, the following excerpt from a letter sent to Parker by 
Loeffler immediately after the contest results had been announced illustrates the pair's 
familiar relationship: 
The rather gigantic job of reading through 24 opera scores is done! Ouf£1 
And one breathes easier again. The work was all the more wearisome to me, 
as I was the one that had "Mona" first and then 23 more or less indifferently 
interesting ones (in grade down to very Punk!) after. Therefore, my pleasure 
and fun was over after the first score was perused, and the rest was one long, 
76 "Now For Mona, the S1 0,000 Prize Opera," NelJI York Sun, March 10, 1912, Mona vocal sco re in BpBr. 
n "The Pri ze Opera "MON A" and its Authors," n.d ., Article on stationary from the Metropolitan O pera, 
Mona vocal score in BpBr. 
78 "Two Years' Work In Wilds On Prize Opera," The NelJI York Herald, n.d. , Mona vocal score in BpBr. 
79 Letter from Giulio Gatti-Casazza, May 3, 1911 , HP Papers 27 / 6. 
so Kearn s, Horatio Parker, 62. 
wearisome tragic-comical "corvee", with very few rays of sunshine in it. All 
this confidentially! Let me just tell you, my dear Parker, how happy I am that 
you should have written this score and how easy you have made it to me - to 
us- to strew palms and laurel at your feet. 81 
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The other judges seemed to share Loeffler's opinion that Mona was far superior to the other 
submissions. Chadwick maintained that the contest judges unanimously agreed that "no 
other award was possible."82 More importantly, Alfred Hertz, who was not close to Parker at 
the time of the contest, was also reported to have made remarks indicating that many of the 
other submissions were of poor quality. 83 
The announcement of Mona's selection stirred debate as to what the American public 
could expect from Parker's award-winning work. Over the course of the contest, Victor 
H erbert's Natoma had premiered at both the ew York and Philadelphia Metropolitan 
Opera Houses in February of 1911. Natoma generated a lot of excitement, but critics largely 
viewed the opera as a superficial novelty that centered around exoticized depictions of 
Native-American culture and music. The American music community was therefore 
intrigued by the prospect of a contrasting grand opera written by a composer with the 
stature, skill, and seriousness of Parker. The Christian Science Monitor predicted that Parker 
would embrace Mona as an opportunity to extend the English oratorio style into opera. 84 
Music and Theatre critic H enry Taylor Parker asserted that Mona would incline toward a 
" lyric" rather than "dramatic" style .85 Similarly, Philip H ale wrote in the Boston H erald: 
8 1 Letter from Charles M. Loeffler, May 3, 1911, HP Papers 27 / 4. 
82 Chadwick and Kingsley Trust, Horatio Parker, 18. 
83 Clippings from Nen.1 Yotk f.l/'orld, May 3-4, 1911 , HP Papers IV E 1. 
84 Unidentified clipping, May 6, 1911 , HP Papers IV E 1. 
85 Clipping from Boston E vening TrcmJCiipt, May 3, 1911 , 26 
We may expect to find in "Mona" an opera veering away from th e 
complexities of the ultra-modern school. It is impossible to think of Parker 
as a disciple of Richard Strauss or even Puccini.86 
As Kearns states, the American public expected Parker to employ an operatic style 
that lay "somewhere between the E nglish oratorio and Bizet with just a touch of 
Wagner."87 However, as Chapter Four of this thesis demonstrates, Parker defied all 
these expectations. 
In the press coverage that surrounded Mona, Parker expressed his satisfaction with 
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H ooker's libretto and went as far as to state that it was "the finest ever written in E nglish." 88 
In another interview with his close friend H enry E dward Krehbiel, he described the texts as 
"exceedingly exceedingly beautiful, a poem rather than a libretto."89 The libretto to Mona was 
published nearly six months prior to the production of the opera by D odd, Mead & Co. in 
the fall of 1911. Upon reviewing the book, most critics shared Parker's enthusiasm. 
H owever, music critic Philip Hale had reservations about the libretto, noting that excellent 
works of literature are seldom set into excellent operas. In an article in the Boston H erald, 
H ale questioned if the libretto contained "sufficient action" and enough " truly dramatic 
situations" for it to be suitable for opera, and expressed concern that the work's modern, 
subtle poetic qualities would ultimately restrict both the composer and the singers. Noting 
that the libretto should never outshine the music, Hale concluded his article by remarking 
that H ooker bad given Parker a " formidable task."90 One would assume that Parker was 
86 Clipping from Bo.rton Herald, 191 1, Mona vocal score in BpBr. 
87 Kearns, Horatio Parker, 150. 
88 
"Mr. Parker's Opera," Clipping from the Boston Herald, May 4'h, 1911 , found in BpBr Mona Vocal Score. 
89 Clipping from N eu; York T1ibtme, May 21, 1911 , HP Papers IV E 1. 
90 Phillip Hale, "The New Opera by Brian Hooker," Boston H erald, October 23, 1911. 
conscious of these challenges, though he never acknowledged them publicly. On the 
contrary, concerning the task of setting Hooker's text he remarked: 
No one could hope for a finer poem for the purpose. I confess that for me it 
was the realization of an ideal which had been cherished for many years and 
that I had worked with more freedom, facility, and pleasure than I had ever 
before experienced in setting any text. 91 
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Parker was undoubtedly pleased to set a text that possessed considerable literary merit given 
that most previous American operas had been criticized for the poor quality of their libretto. 
Moreover, several successful contemporary European operas, such as Debussy's Pelleas et 
Milisande and Paul Duka's Ariane et Barbe-Bieu, had employed poetic libretti, and Parker seems 
to have had confidence in his ability to continue the trend. 92 
Synopsis of Plot 
The story of Mona takes places in southwestern Britain around 100 CE, during the 
Roman occupation of the region. Although Hooker disclaimed reference to any actual 
historical event in lltlona, the plot is loosely based on a series of uprisings against Roman rule 
by native peoples in the latter half of the first century. 93 Specifically, it positions itself as an 
epilogue to the rebellion of 60 CE that was led by the Druidic queen Boadicea.94 
The plot centers on a young British girl named Mona who is the "last of the blood" 
ofBoadicea and is destined to be the leader of the Druids. Raised to hate the Romans, Mona 
dreams of emancipating her people from their tyranny. "Mona" is the traditional Roman 
9 1 Horatio Parker, Address given to the MacDowell Club of New York on January 10, 191 2, HP Papers 35/ 19. 
92 Kearns, H oratio Parker, 151. 
93 Brian H ooker and H oratio W. Parker, !ltfona, an Opera in Three Act.r (New York: D odd, Mead, and Company, 
1911), xi. 
94 
"Boudicca," in Enryclopaedia Bn'tatmica Online. 
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name for the island of Anglesey located west of Wales, which was a notable stronghold for 
the Druids during their conflict with Rome, and alludes to this young woman's role as the 
final stalwart of Boadicean resistance. She is, however, betrothed to marry Gwynn, who 
unbeknownst to her was born to the Roman Governor by a British captive. He has grown 
up amongst his mother's people and has establi shed himself as a Bard while remaining in the 
service of his father. He loves Mona and attempts in vain to persuade her to broker peace 
between Rome and her people. Mona and her fellow Celts reject Gwynn's arguments and 
begin to prepare an armed uprising against their occupiers. Gwynn follows Mona as she 
travels the land organizing the revolt, protecting her from the Roman garrisons and secretly 
saving her life on many occasions. Gwynn's fa ther, the Roman Governor, is aware of the 
rebellion that is brewing and chastises his son for protecting Mona. Gwynn implores his 
father to refrain from punishing Mona and her followers and succeeds in convincing the 
Governor that his inevitable marriage to Mona will avert bloodshed. His father, in turn, 
vows to spare Mona's people if they continue to live peacefully under Roman occupation, 
but states tlut he will crush them without mercy should they revolt. On the eve of the 
rebellion, Gwynn implores her one last time to succumb to her love for him and abandon 
the rebellion. H e succeeds at first, but in the throes of passion reveals his Roman identity 
and describes his vision for the peaceful coexistence of Britain and Rome. Repulsed, Mona 
cries out for help, and Gwynn is seized by the Celtic rebels. The rebel Celts are eager to kill 
Gwynn, but Mona commands that his life be spared and withholds his true identity from 
them. Gwynn is taken prisoner, and Mona and the Bards rush forth against the Roman 
town. The rebellion is quickly crushed. Gwynn escapes in the turmoil of the Celt's defeat, 
finds Mona, and attempts to convince her to seek a truce with his father. In a fit of rage, 
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Mona proclaims Gwynn a traitor, blames him for the rebels' defeat, and kills him with her 
sword. She is soon arrested by Gwynn's father, who informs Mona of his son's loyalty to 
her, and scolds her for murdering her people's "last hope of mercy." Realizing her mistake, 
she lays her sword across Gwynn's chest, adorns his body with praise and a kiss, and then 
surrenders herself to the Roman s. 
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Chapter 3 - Metropolitan Production 
Production 
Alfred Hertz, who was slated to conduct Mona, left to spend the summer in Europe 
shortly after the contest prize had been awarded. Parker was unwilling to send the sole copy 
of the full orchestral score across the ocean, so he arranged for the George Schirmer 
publishing company to create a second copy for Hertz's use in Europe.95 Schirmer also 
quickly prepared the vocal score, which was complete by July 4'\ 1911.96 
Parker and Hertz corresponded frequently concerning the details of Mona's 
production in the period that followed. In tlus correspondence, one is struck by Parker's 
complete confidence in Hertz's artis tic judgement. The first major issue to emerge in the 
early stages of preparation was Parker's difficulty engaging Olive Fremstad, whom Giulio 
Gatti-Casazza had assigned the lead role of Mona. Parker struggled to contact Fremstad for 
nearly two months. By July 15'11 , 191 1, he seems to have had some communication with her, 
since he states in a letter to Hertz from hi s summer home in Blue Hill, "I am sending you 
the doctored copy of Mona wluch we hope may make it more acceptable to our slightly acid 
Olive."97 In the same letter, Parker states that he believes that the original part is ac tually 
" better" for Fremstad than the modified one. He expresses hope that the alterations will 
demonstrate to the soprano a "willingness to please," but says that he does no t like changing 
parts to "suit a singer's whim." Throughout his correspondence with Hertz, Parker 
9S Letter to Alfred Hertz, May 15, 1911 , HP Papers 26/ 4. 
% Notes written by Parker in the Stoeckel fa mily's copy of the Mona vocal score, HP Papers A / op.71 / c.1 -3 
97 Letter to Alfred Hertz, July 15, 1911 , l-IP Papers 26/ 4. 
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maintains a sense of humor about the complications with Fremstad, though he probably 
found them very frustrating. This was not the first time Parker had experienced difficulties 
with a renowned soprano. In 1894, nine days prior to a high-proflle performance of his 
oratorio Hora Novissima by Boston's Handel and Haydn Society, soprano Lillian Nordica 
announced that she refused to sing Parker's work. Nordica claimed that she had never 
agreed to sing Parker's piece (an assertion strongly rejected by the Society's secretary), and 
that an attack of "the grip" a few days prior had led her to finalize her decision to refuse, 
though she was willing to sing any "standard work" in the oratorio's place. The fiasco played 
out over subsequent days in the newspapers with Parker claiming that Nordica's actions 
were "not that of an artist," and Nordica advising Parker to study some "good" music 
before aspiring to be a composer, while offering her "sincere condolence" to Emma J uch, 
her replacement, for needing to make a "silk purse of never mind what." 98 In light of this 
debacle and the considerable amount of headlines it generated, Parker was undoubtedly 
eager to prevent history from repeating itself. On August 21 St' Giulio Gatti-Casazza wrote to 
Parker informing him that Fremstad had refused to sing Mona and all the other operas he 
had assigned her on account of physical exhaustion and family troubles . In another letter, 
Hertz elaborated on Fremstad's problems, confiding in Parker that she was suffering from 
"nervous prostration" that was foremost due to marital problems.99 Gatti-Casazza explained 
that he and Hertz had agreed that Louise Homer would be best suited to replace Fremstad in 
the role of Mona. Of Homer, Gatti-Casazza wrote: 
She is an artist who is very popular in America, who has many friends among 
the patrons of the Metropolitan, and who is a gifted with iron will-power; in 
98 "H ow About Hora~" Boston Journal, January 30, 1894, H ora 1\fovissima vocal score at BpBr. 
99 Letter from Alfred Hertz, August 22, 1911 , HP Papers 26/ 4. 
fact, she is the only artist besides Mme Fremstad who could sing well in the 
100 English language. 
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For "intimate" reasons that Gatti-Casazza did not disclose, Homer would be unable to begin 
her engagements at the Metropolitan until January. This meant that the premiere of Mona 
would occur later in the 1912 season, and not in the first month as originally planned. 101 
Parker was close friends with Louise Homer's husband Sidney, who was a fellow composer. 
Moreover, Louise Homer had sung for Parker in the past and claimed to admire his works. 
However, though Parker seemed to like Homer personally, he had professional reservations 
about her abili ty to sing the part. In a letter to Hertz he wrote: 
Perhaps Mrs. Homer will do it well. She is virtuous and admirable in many 
ways but not peppery and allows her chin to interfere with perfect 
pronunciations. I once heard her sing the Finale of Gotterdammerung and 
the top notes were just a bit fishy at times, but she is a fine woman and I 
hope for the best. 102 
It should also be noted that Olive Fremstad was a dramatic soprano, whereas Louise Homer 
was a contralto who possessed the versatility to sing mezzo-soprano roles. The score 
features many sections of music that would comfortably be in Homer's range, but also 
contains several unprepared entries on notes as high as B-flat-a note that must have been 
at the very edge of her range. Homer was also not as renowned a singer as Fremstad, as is 
evidenced by the payroll books of the Met, which indicate that she generally received a little 
over one half of what Fremstad was paid. Parker must have been conscious of this fact and 
subsequently concerned that the substitution would diminish the public profile of Mona. 
IOO Letter from Giulio Gatti-Casazza, August 21 , 1911 , HP Papers 26/ 4. 
101 Letter from .Alfred Hertz, r\ugust 22, 1911 , HP Papers 26/ 4. 
102 Letter to Hertz, September 3, 1911 , HP Papers 26/ 4. 
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Though initially cautious of Homer, Parker was quite satisfied with the other soloists 
that Hertz and Gatti-Casazza had selected. Moreover, Parker's letters from a few months 
later indicate that he had worked with Homer and was confident in her abili ty to perform the 
part. 103 The complete cast list for the Met production was as follows: 
Mona Louise Homer (Contralto) 
Gwynn Riccardo Marcin, (fenor) 
Enya Rita Fornia (Mezzo-soprano) 
Arth Herbert Witherspoon (Bass) 
Gloom William Hinshaw (Baritone) 
Nial Albert Reiss (fenor) 
Caradoc Lambert Murphy (fenor) 
Governor Putnam Griswold (Bass) 
An Old Man Basil Ruysdael (Bass) 
Table 2 - Cast of Metropolitan P roduction 
With the exception of Reiss, all the aforementioned soloists were American, which 
seems to have been a deliberate choice on the part of Hertz and Gatti-Casazza. Moreover, 
Homer, Martin, and Witherspoon had all been cast in the 1910 premiere of Frederick 
Shepherd Converse's opera The Pipe of Desire and therefore had previous experience 
performing English-language opera. A few changes had to be made to the score to 
accommodate these selections. The part of Caradoc, originally for baritone, was rewritten by 
I03 Letter to Hertz, D ecember 16, 191 1, HP Papers 26/ 4. 
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Parker for a "robust tenor" so that it could be sung by Murphy, and Hertz made some minor 
changes to the part of Gloom. 104 
Rehearsals of Mona began in mid-January of 1912. Twenty-one rehearsals are noted 
in Parker's diary, with the first appearing on January 21 ",though it is possible that there were 
several more. The vast majority of the rehearsals occurred in the late morning, and the entire 
opera was given full dress rehearsal on March 10'h, 11 'h, and 12'h in preparation for the first 
performance on the March 14'h. 105 
The first few rehearsals were extremely chaotic due to problems with Scrurmer's 
poorly-made orchestra parts. The firm originally assigned the task of copying the parts to 
one of its employees, but soon realized that the job was far too large for a single copyist. To 
meet the deadline, they rured a copyist in Leipzig to manually transcribe the wind parts from 
the second orchestral score that Hertz had in Europe. Though tills division of labor allowed 
Schirmer to meet the deadline, the finished product was a set of parts that reportedly 
required five full orchestral rehearsals to correct. 106 The exact nature of the problems 
experienced in rehearsals was not documented. However, a quick survey of the parts reveals 
the presence of erroneous key signatures, meters, note values, and intervals, wruch evidences 
the sloppy workmanship with wruch they were made. In the press, Schirmer implied that the 
problems stemmed from the handwritten parts made in Germany. However, a cursory 
overview of the materials suggests that the printed string parts created in 1 ew York contain 
more errors than their German counterparts. Parker describes being extremely discouraged 
after the first few rehearsals, but notes the grace with which Alfred Hertz eventually 
104 Letter to Alfred Hertz, May 15, 1911 , HP Papers 26/ 4; Letter from Alfred Hertz, August 22, 1911, HP 
Papers 26/ 4. 
105 Horatio Parker, 1912 Diary, HP Papers 32/ 1. 
106 "A 'Mona' Matter Made Right," The M11sical Courier, March 13, 1912, LXIV:11. 
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managed to bring order to the situation.107 H owever, all o f the rehearsal complications 
caused the premiere of Mona to be postponed to the end of the season and the Met premiere 
of Boris Godunov to be pushed ahead to the 1913 season. 108 
While Parker and the Met blamed rehearsal problems on the poor orchestra parts, 
there are indications that this may have been only one aspect of the troubles that plagued the 
production. Rumors of problems with the music itself also circulated in the newspapers. 
Critics who were already resentful of Parker's selection were further outraged when Parker-
who had just composed his first opera-stated that, apart from Falstaff and Otello, the whole 
of Giuseppe Verdi 's oeuvre was "worthless," while noting that Rigoletto was " funny."109 
Consequently, publications such as The Musical Courier embraced the opportunity to rejoice in 
Mona's difficulties: 
To some persons "Mona" is as funny as "Rigoletto" seems to D octor 
Parker-the Morning Telegraph sacrilegiously refers to him as "Mr"-and 
they have not hesitated to say so to a MUSICAL COURIER representative after 
listening to several "Mona" rehearsals in the Metropolitan Opera House. 
They say that the choral parts were funny, and that many of the solo passages 
were funny, so funny, in fact, that listeners and participants were joined in 
laughter by the composer himself, who told the principals to make whatever 
changes they thought necessary. We were not present at "Mona" rehearsals, 
but print the foregoing hearsay story for what it is worth .11 0 
The woes of rehearsing Mona were also recorded by harpist Carlos Salzedo who took it upon 
himself to notate the number rehearsal stops in the margins of the H arp I part. According to 
Salzedo, during the eighteen rehearsals he attended, the orchestra was forced to stop and 
107 Horatio Parker, Speech given before the D irectors of the Metropolitan Opera House, n .d. (probably given at 
Sherry's Restaurant in Manhattan on :tviarch 24, 1912), HP Papers 35/ 20. 
10s "A 'Mona' Matter :tvfade Right." 
109 "Exit Verdi," The Musical Courier, March 6, 1912, LXI V:10, 22. 
I 10 Ibid., 23. 
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Image 2- Notes concerning Rehearsal "Stops" in Carlos Salzedo's Harp I Part 
make corrections a total of 793 times. While the number of stops waned somewhat as the 
rehearsals progressed, the median amount for all rehearsals was forty stops . Moreover, 
Salzedo recorded thirty-two stops for the rehearsal that occurred the day before Mona's 
premiere, and noted that these stops were made to add "very many new little 
necessary cuts" and correct mistakes. He also noted that for the premiere the orchestra was 
asked to make an unrehearsed cut of sixty-six measures. 111 The above accounts in 
111 Using the method of notation described in the following chapter, this cut occurred from [ 266 I 3 I 4 I 
(869) l to [ 270 1 4 1 4 1 (885) J. 
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conjunction with the butchered orchestra score and parts evidence the chaotic nature of the 
production. 112 
Despite continuing difficulties in the rehearsals, Parker publicly expressed his 
satisfaction with the production and left himself few excuses in one of his final 
statements to the press: 
[Mona] will be presented to the public with the greatest possible advantage. 
The work has been beautifully put on the stage. No composer could 
reasonably ask for a better list of artists. I am most grateful to Mr. Hertz for 
the tireless enthusiasm that he l;as shown in the preparation of the work. It is 
now ready for the verdict of the public. 11 3 
The March 14'h premiere of Mona took place at 8:00pm on a rainy Thursday night. 
Parker's wife Anna seems to have fallen ill the day of the premiere, though her condition was 
apparently not serious enough to keep Parker from attending late night celebrations with 
H ooker and others following the performance. On March 24'h, a formal reception was held 
for Parker and Hooker by the Metropolitan Opera Board of Directors at Sherry' s-a famous 
Gilded Age restaurant in New York-at Fifth Avenue and 44'h Street in Manhattan. 
Performance and Reception 
(( l . II I k b . l d )) 114 
... tm opera seems a great znteuectua 1vor " ut ts over my ma . 
H omer Sawyer 
(Family Friend of Parker) 
From all accounts, the opera was well-received by the capacity audience that 
attended the opening night. The first act concluded with twelve curtain calls, with Parker 
11 2 There are many marks in the orchestra sco re and parts that are not from the Met production. 
11 3 "Now For Mona, the $10,000 Prize Opera," N eJV York Sun, March 10, 1912, Mona vocal score in BpBr. 
11 4 Letter from Molly Sawyer, March 15, 1912, HP Papers 27/ 16. 
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receiving an ovation and a solo bow on the eleventh call. 11 5 Moreover, the audience 
reportedly broke into applause during the duet between Mona and Gwynn that occurs near 
the end of Act II. 11 6 This excitement seemingly continued into the second performance of 
Mona, a matinee on March 23'd, during which Henry Edward Kriehbel noted the 
"enthusiasm" and "intense listening" demonstrated by the audience.1 17 Unfortunately, the 
reported enthusiasm of these first two audiences was not shared by many reviews in the 
press. 
Many critics found Hooker's libretto to be undramatic, and Parker's setting of it 
unmelodic. The musical aesthetic of Mona was quite modern, and had little in common with 
the musical idiom of popular Italian opera. Even many of the seasoned critics who reviewed 
Mona were disconcerted by Parker's unusual harmonic language. Henry Taylor Parker 
claimed that Parker used "endlessly recondite and daring harmonic device[s]" without 
restraint. 118 Sharper yet was Max Smith's review that accused Parker of engaging in "a wilful 
search for ugly dissonance which apparently has no psychological or dramatic point." 11 9 
While critics considered Mona to be hi storically unique in its application of Wagnerian-style 
declamation to English grand opera, many felt that Parker was overzealous in his use of the 
device. Even Parker's friend Henry E dward Krehbiel remarked: 
How much more wisely did Wagner, the founder of the constructive system 
used by Professor Parker, build! Even in 'Gotterdammerung,' when the 
occasion warranted it, he let Gunther's men sing like a 'Leidertafel.'120 
115 Kearns, Horatio Parket; 64. 
116 Unidentified clipping, "Hora tio Parker," in c]jpping file at Music Division of the New York Public Library. 
11 7 Clipping from Nm; York Tribune, March 24, 1912, HP Papers lV E 1. 
11 8 Boston Eve11ing Transcript, March 15, 1912, 13. 
119 Musical Amnica, March 23, 1912, vol. 15, 4. 
120 Krehbiel, More Chapters on Opera, 273. 
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Richard Aldrich of the N eJJJ York Times was also among the ranks of critics who found Mona 
to be lacking in melodic satisfaction: 
The most outstanding and significant musical characteristic of the opera is 
the composer's jealous care, as it seems, to avoid anything like sustained 
melodic development, not in the voices and the vocal declamation, but also 
in the orchestra. There are no lyrical moments, no opportunities for the 
development of a broad emotional climax at any point ( .. . ] Man canno t live 
by declamation alone in this form of art, and the experience of three hundred 
years cannot be so lightly put aside.12 1 
Several critics felt the plot of Mona lacked action. Most valued the poetic beauty of 
H ooker's text, but many questioned its dramatic merits as the libretto of a staged work. 
Charles H enry Meltzer called the plot and literary styles of the libretto " too diffuse, too 
erudite, too literary," while The Musical Courier summed up its complaints as follows: 
The real technical offense on the part of the librettist is that his situations 
repeat too often. Gwynn and Mona are perpetually arguing the same 
question and each meeting of the lovers results in a tender approach, Mona's 
wavering, and her renewed resolve to be true to her mission. She makes too 
many references to her prophetic dreams, bares her bosom on two different 
occasions to show the Druidic sign birthmarked there, and does no really 
heroic thing except to kill Gwynn. Also there are too many abstract 
dialogues, mystical and philosophical, which do not concern the characters, 
and fail to advance the action. 122 
The somewhat anti-climactic fate of Mona herself, combined with the fact that the story is 
inherently a tragedy in which the outcome of the plot is determined foremost by its 
character's \-veaknesses and not their heroism, did not make the work any easier to approach. 
Another major issue, which was noted by nearly evety review, was the audience's difficulty 
121 Richard Aldrich, '"Mona,' lew American Opera, \XIarmly \XIelcomed at the Metropolitan," Ne1JJ York Time.r. 
March 17, 1912. 
I22 "'Mona': A Step in Advance," The Nlu.rical Comier, March 13, 1912, LXIV:11, 21 . 
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hearing the libretto through Parker's rich and heavy orchestration. 123 In his review of Mona, 
William James Henderson wrote: 
For those who believe that the performance of opera in English is to be the 
final solution of all the aes thetic problems surrounding the hybrid art form 
called opera, it may be recorded that only in driest parts of the recitative 
could every syllable be understood.124 
According to The Boston E vening Transcript, the parts of the libretto sung by Loui se Homer 
(1\1ona) and Ricardo Martin (Gwynn) were especially hard to comprehend. 125 These two 
principals had the most difficult parts and were often required to deliver their virtuosic lines 
through dense orchestral textures . Interestingly, the diction of Albert Reiss, the only foreign-
born soloist in the opera, was noted by several critics for its excellence. Reiss had received 
extensive training in declamation during his time in Germany, and may have been more 
adept at delivering Wagnerian lines through the orchestra despite English not being his first 
language. Kearns points out that Hooker's use of Elizabethan English for the libretto may 
have also lessened the audience's ability to instantly comprehend the drama unfolding on 
stage. Whatever the factors, this difficulty was undoubtedly a disappointment to the many 
attendees who were eager to experience an opera in their native tongue. 
Ul timately, even Parker's advocates failed to rouse the excitement necessary to get 
Mona added to the Metropolitan Opera's permanent repertory.126 Furthermore, the box 
office records show a steep decline in non-subscription ticket sales after the opening 
123 Clipping from N en1 York Amnica11, March 15, 1912, HP Papers IV E 1. 
124 William James Henderson, Clipping from the Ne11! York Sun, March 15, 1912, HP Papers IV E 1. 
125 "The Prize Opera For The First Time," Boston Even;ng Transcript, March 15, 1912, 13, col. 1. 
126 Kearns, H oratio Parker, 64. 
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performance.127 Following the March 14'h premiere and March 23'd matinee, two more 
performances occurred on the evenings of March 29'h and April 1 Sl ' after which the 
production concluded. Mona's inability to secure subsequent productions by the 
Metropolitan all but sealed the fate of the opera. First, very few opera companies in the 
United States had the resources necessary to produce Mona. Second, subsequent productions 
of the opera were inhibited by the following legal stipulations of the Met contest: 
The opera company shall be entitled for itself and its affiliated theatres to the 
exclusive performing rights in the United States, Canada, Cuba, and Mexico 
for a period of five years after the first performance without payment of any 
royalties. The opera company reserves the option to extend the exclusive 
performing rights from year to year for a further period of five years upon 
payment of stipulate royalties.128 
The Met's legal stranglehold on Mona prohibited its production by other North American 
opera companies, which subsequently left publishers little motivation to print an edition of 
the complete score. Moreover, Parker's untimely death seven years after Mona's premiere left 
him very little time to revive the opera outside of these legal restrictions. 129 
127 Unfortunately, the Met box o ffice records provide no information concernjng the actual attendance of 
subscription holders. The non-subscription ticket sales for the various performances were as follows: 1,419 
(Nfarch 14'h) , 520 (March 23'd), 444 (Nfarch 29'h), 313 (April 1") . 
128 "Now For Mona, the $10,000 Prize Opera," N en; York Sun, March 10, 1912. 
129 The Metropoli tan presumably djd not renew its exclusive rights to Mona. Unfortunately, I could not find 
defiruti ve proof o f this at the Met archjve. 
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Chapter 4 - Analysis 
Introduction to the Analysis 
The purpose of the following analysis is to identify arid discuss the salient dramatic 
and musical aspects of the score in order to provide a clearer understanding of Parker's 
approach to his first opera and the critical reception it received. This task is greatly assis ted 
by two speeches Parker gave during the composition and production of the opera. The first 
is an address Parker gave before the American Academy of Arts in December of 1909 
entitled "Concerning Contemporary Music." Parker had already composed much of Mona 
and was immersed in finishing the score at the rime of this address; hence it offers a unique 
glimpse of Parker's mindset while he was composing the opera. Moreover, he discloses 
several attitudes and beliefs that seem to have manifested themselves in the music of Mona. 
The second is a speech given at the MacDowell Club ofNewYork on j anuary 10'h, 1912. 
Mona was not slated to premiere until the end of the Met season; Parker was conscious of 
this delay and made this address with hopes of sustaining the public 's interest in his work. 130 
During this presentation Parker discussed the opera and played several excerpts from it on 
the piano. The address highlights the points that Parker himself thought noteworthy.131 
I30 Letters from Parker to Hertz, D ecember 16, 1911 , HP Papers 26 / 4. 
131 Kearns, 1-loratio Pmker, 63. 
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Manuscript and Printed Sources 
The original orchestral score for Mona is held at the Yale University music library 
along with the orchestra parts created by Schirmer.132 Yale also holds a blue manuscript book 
in which Parker first sketched the entire work for voice and piano as well as approximately 
forty-two loose pages of sketches that are spread between boxes twelve and twenty-five of 
the Parker collection (M.S.S. 32). 
Schirmer also printed a version of the score for voice and piano, and manually 
transcribed a single copy of this score for Alfred Hertz to use during his summer in E urope. 
The penmanship of the transcriber who created this second copy is superior to that of 
Parker. It is easier to study than Parker's original, though it appears that the latter was used 
to conduct the Met performances.133 This score was originally donated to Yale by Parker's 
widow along with the other materials but was later solicited by the Library of Congress and 
subsequently donated to it in 1942. The Library of Congress has since made an excellent 
copy of the score on microfilm. The Library of Congress also holds two copies of each of 
the five printed string parts.134 These copies appear to have been submitted by Schirmer for 
copyright purposes, as each part appears to have been assigned a registration number in 
132 Only the string parts for Mona are available in printed form (see Chapter 4). The original orchestral score 
(and presumably other important materials) were initially stored at the music library of the Metropolitan Opera 
before being transferred to Yale by Parker's widow. Only the publi shed libretto and vocal score remain in the 
Met libraty . 
l 33 There are many conductor markings throughout the original score whereas the Hertz copy is essentially 
clean. H owever, as discussed later in this chapter, a subseguent user of the performance materials did not 
hesitate to make changes to them, which complicates the authorship of any markings. 
134 When I visited the Library of Congress in January of 2011 the librarian was unable to locate their copy of 
the orchestral sco re for Mona. I initiated a formal search for this item, but have yet to hear the results of my 
reguest. 
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January of 1912. 135 Shirmer also published a vocal score for Mona in July of 1911. In 
anticipation of Mona's popularity, D odd, Mead, & Co. took the unusual step of publishing a 
bound edition of Hooker's libretto in September of 1911. 136 The latter two publications, 
along with the inclusion of "The Song of the Swords" from Act II in Schitmer's Collection of 
Part-songs and Choruses for Mixed Voices, constitute the only material from lltfona to be sold to 
the public. 
The orchestral score and parts utilize an independent set of rehearsal numbers for 
each Act. However, in light o f the various problems that occurred during the transcription 
of this work and the absence of these numbers from the vocal score (the only readily-
available publication), the following analysis will refer to examples by the page and system 
number on which they are found in the vocal score published by Schirmer, and cite the 
corresponding page number for the original orches tral score using the following format: 
[Page I Sys tem Number I Measure umber I (Page in Orchestral Score) ] 
For example, [ 2 I 3 I 4 I (3) ] refers to measure four in system three on page two of 
the Schirmer vocal score, which can be found on page three of the original orchestral score 
stored at Yale. 
135 The librarian at the Lib rary of Congress indicated that the registration of the copyright for these materials 
was incomplete . 
136 "Here's Yer Prize Opera! Who Wants a Libretto)" nidentified clipping, September 24, 1911, Mona vocal 
sco re in BpBr. 
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Revisions to the Score 
At the end of the original orchestral score for Act Ill is written "Final Revision May 
20, 1911." This date presumably marked the end of Parker's post-contest modifications to 
the score in preparation for its reproduction by Schirmer. A major aspect of this final 
revision would have been the aforementioned restoration of music that Parker omitted 
before submitting the work to the Met contest. 137 Parker's motivation for omitting this 
material in the first place is subject to speculation. Given that the contest required entries to 
be less than three hours and fifteen minutes in duration, it is possible that Parker felt 
compelled to cut some material for the opera to be eligible. Perhaps be was simply purging 
material he believed to be weak or superfluous. The fact that Parker seems to have been 
revising Mona right up to the contest deadline suggests that he may have been forced to 
make some decisions in haste. Whatever his reason, when arranging the creation of another 
copy of the score for Hertz, Parker requested that Schirmer restore all but one of the cuts 
that had been made to the original score (approximately sixty pages of music). 138 
The copy of the orchestral score that Schirmer made for Hertz to use while in 
Europe was completed on May 27, 1911 and appears to be a complete copy of the fully 
restored original score. 139 Curiously, the printed vocal score and string parts, which were 
completed at a later date and are congruent with each other, contain most of the content that 
137 See introductory notes in original orchestral score fo r Act I. .HP Papers. 
138 See notes in original orchestral score o f Act I in HP Papers; The one omission that was not restored 
consisted o f music on pages 896-901 of the original score, which had been redacted by pasting the two pages 
together. 
139 Letter to Alfred Hertz, May 27, 1911, HP Papers 26/ 4 (Mentio ns completion o f Schirmer score). 
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was restored in Hertz's copy, but some of it had again been omitted. 140 Moreover, by the 
time Mona premiered at the Met it is evident that over half of the restored music had once 
again been cut from the opera. At first glance one is tempted to suspect a 
miscommunication between Parker and Schirmer concerning which parts of the opera 
should be restored. However, the previously discussed notes of Met harpist Carlos Salzedo 
indicate that these cuts were gradually reinstated over the course of rehearsing Mona, with 
one large cut reinstated cifter the final dress rehearsal. Parker also appears to have changed the 
ending of Mona after the vocal score and string parts were printed. Pasted at the end of the 
Act III book of the original score are four pages containing a new ending that begins at 
[ 273 I 1 I 3 I (896) ], which was also pasted into the orchestra parts. 141 
Unfortunately, subsequent users of the original score and parts for Mona have shown 
little regard for the preservations of these materials. Throughout the score and parts are 
many markings that were clearly made after 1912. Furthermore, within many of the parts is a 
small card that outlines a series of segues between sections of the opera, which was clearly 
left from one of the post-1912 performances. These cards instruct the performer to play 
passages that were cut from the Met production according to other sources, and correspond 
to pages on which pasted brown paper that once covered omitted music has been torn 
away.142 In short, it is evident that a subsequent user has taken the liberty to restore and 
perform many of the cuts from the Met.143 
140 Such as the material cut at [ 62 I 3 I 1 I (176) ]. For timeframe in which the vocal score and string parts 
were completed see Parker's letters to Alfred Hertz in Box 26 o f the HP Papers. 
I-ll In some orchestra parts thi s alternate ending is found loose between the pages. 
142 For example, the massive cut referenced by Carlos alzedo in the Harp I part has been restored and is cited 
as a passage fo r performance on the segue card. The same circumstances exist for cuts cited in l11111sica! CoHn.er. 
143 See Chapter Five for a li st of post-1 912 performances. 
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Consequently, the precise content of the Met production is not immediately evident 
in these materials. H owever, it is possible to reconstruct the content of the Met performance 
by correlating markings and modifications in these materials with the passages noted on the 
aforementioned cards. This process is further aided by a very helpful article in Musical Courier 
that describes several of the omissions made in the Met production. 144 Using this 
comparative method, it can be said with reasonable assurance that the following measures 
were omitted from the score in the Met performances: 
No. Measures 
Act I 
1 r 62 1 3 1 1 1 (187) J -J 62 J 3J 4JJ 188) J145 
2 r 81 1 3 1 2 1 (258) l - [ 81 1 3 1 3 1 (258) 1 
3 r 81 1 5 1 1 1 (259) 1 - [ 81 1 5 1 4 1 (260) l 
Act II 
4 (1 1414131 (366) ] -j1 18J3J 1JJ38()2_ ] 
5 [ 148 1 1 1 1 1 c 4 72) l - r 148 J 1 1 2 1 ( 4 72) 1 
6 [ 151 1 2 1 4 1 (484) l - [ 153 1 1 1 1 1 (489)]1 46 
7 [154 I 3 I 1 I (494) 1- l 154 I 4 I 4 I (495) l 
8 r 163 I 1 I 5 I (521) l - f 164 I 1 I 2 I (523) ]147 
9 [ 167 I 1 I 3 I (535) 1-J167 J 2 J 2 J J53ill148 
Act III 
10 1 211 I 2 I 3 I (673) l - 1 212 I 2 I 4 I (676) J 
11 (230 141 1 ](748) ] -[23113141 (751) 1149 
12 l 235 1 4 1 1 1 (765) l - l 235J 41 4l__C_765) 1 
13 1 24 7 I 1 I 4 I (804) J 150 
14 1 250 I 2 I 1 I (814) l - 1252 I 1 I 1 I (821) l 
15 I 260 J 3 1 1 J (846) l - 1 265 I 1 I 3 1 (864) 1' 51 
16 l 266 1 3 1 4 1 (869) l - 1 270 l 4 1 41 (8852_ 1 
Table 3 - P assages omitted from Met Performance 
144 
'"Mona': A Step in Advance," The i\lfu.rical Courier, March 13, 1912, LXIV:11 , 21 . 
145 Text "We have" is preserved at end. 
146 Tex t "alone" is omi tted at beginning. 
147 Text "dream" presumably omitted at end. 
148 Text "Gwynn, I" presumably p reserved at end. 
149 Text "for" cut at beginning. 
ISO Text "Now the end comes!" is omitted in preceding measure. 
151 Text "days!" presumably omitted at end. 
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It is my belief that the majority of the cuts listed in the above table were made in 
order to shorten the length of the opera-not to remove problematic content. Most of the 
material omitted from the Met production consisted of instrumental breaks or passages in 
which the text was not directly related to the advancement of the plot. Moreover, the fact 
that Parker was reinstating cuts that had already been established in the process of preparing 
Mona for submission to the Met contest indicate that neither the poorly-made parts nor 
experience of hearing the opera realized in rehearsal were factors in choosing the contents of 
the cuts themselves. It is also true that after Parker notes the " final revision" to the score in 
the spring of 1911, his subsequent summer correspondence with Hertz contains no 
indication that he had any concerns about the content that Schirmer was publishing. 
Consequently, I believe the opera as published in the Schirmer materials is probably the 
work Parker wanted to perform, although it was ultimately pared down for time reasons. In 
the orches tral score, Parker states that the duration of the entire opera is approximately two 
hours and thirty five minutes: one hour for Act I, fifty minutes for Act II, and forty-five 
minutes for Act III. Presumably, these times indicate the intended duration of the version 
Parker submitted to the Met contest, which contained all of the cuts made to the Met 
performance and a few others. Hence the restored version of the score with which Parker 
began the Met rehearsals would have required a substantial amount of time to execute. 
General Observations on the Music 
In his speech to the American Academy of Arts, Parker identifies opera as the 
"largest figure" on the musical horizon at that time, and devotes much of his address to 
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discussing the genre. However, Parker focuses his discussion exclusively on developments in 
French and German opera, while dismissing the Italian opera he had long viewed with 
disdain: 
Strauss's "Salome" and Debussy's "Peleas and Melisande" are typical modern 
musical achievements. In spite of the suavity and popularity of Italian operas 
of our time and of the operatic traditions of the Italians as a nation, they do 
not appear to have the importance of the German and French works just 
mentioned.152 
Hence it comes as no surprise that Parker does not emulate Italianate opera traditions in 
Mona, looking instead to composers such as Wagner, Strauss, and Debussy. 
The orchestration of Mona betrays Parker's affinity for broad, tuneful, and full-
bodied orchestral climaxes typical of Strauss. The score of Mona is written for a large 
orchestra of approximately one hundred players, allocated as follows: 153 
Winds 
4 Flutes 3 Oboes English H orn 
(Fourth player changes to Piccolo) 
3 Clarinets Bass Clarinet 4 Bassoons 
(Third player changes to E~ Clarinet) 
Brass 
6 French H orns 4 Trumpets 3 Trombones 
2 Bass Tubas 
152 Ho ratio Parker, "Concerning Contemporary Music" address given to the American Academy of Arts, 
December 14, 1909, HP Papers 35/ 10. 
153 Horatio Parker, Preface to Act I of the original sco re for Mona, HP Papers L/ op.71 . 
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Strings 
2 Harps 16 Violin I 16 Violin II 
10 Violas 12 Cellos 8 Double Basses 
(Four with "C" Strings) 
Percussion 
4 Kettle Drums Military Drums Bass Drum 
(fwo players) (Large and small) 
Cymbals Glockenspiel Celesta 
Gong Triangle 
Table 4 - Composition of Mona Orchestral Forces 
Parker had the entire Metropolitan orchestra at his disposal, and seems determined 
to have made good use of it. Indeed, in his address given to the American Academy of Arts 
he remarked: 
Most people want a healthy bellow from time to time to show that the 
orchestra is alive. And in "Salome" we have an orchestra with its lid entirely 
removed. 154 
Parker's enthusiasm for the orchestra yields some magnificent moments in the opera, but 
also competes with the clarity of the text in many sections. In a private letter sent after li!Jona 
was awarded the contest prize, George Chadwick warned his former student: 
If you do not forget that many of Mr. Hooker's beautifulline[s] cannot 
possibly be heard even with the best intentions, you will probably find many 
places to be improved, especially in the last act. 155 
154 Horatio Parker, "Concerning Contemporary Music" address given to the American Academy of Arts, 
D ecember 14, 1909, HP Papers 35/ 10. 
tss Lette r from George Chadwick, May 3, 1911, HP Papers 26/ 11. 
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Chadwick's reference to "best intentions" presumably refers to Parker's attempts throughout 
the score to set text with orchestral textures that are dense but played with soft dynamics. As 
established in the previous chapter, most reviews of the Met production indicate that this 
approach was not successful. Apart from its impressive size, the orchestral accompaniment 
of the work is notable for avoirung the heterogeneous mixtures of timbres that were popular 
with many of his contemporaries . In terms of treatment, woodwind and horn families are 
generally assigned any lyrical themes. Incidental solos are spread amongst the instrument 
families, though the oboe is often Parker's instrument of choice for these passages. The 
brass and percussion sections, though sizable, are generally reserved for moments of 
significance. In adrutional to the orchestra and soloists, the work employs a SATB chorus at 
the end of Acts II and III. 156 
The work as a whole is an exercise in liberal conservatism in that Parker stretches the 
established harmonic, meloruc, and structural conventions of the nineteenth century to their 
limits, but refuses to depart from them altogether. As Kearns observes, though Parker 
occasionally employed some impressionist devices in his works, the pervasive use of 
modaJjty, pentatonicism, chord streams, non-functional harmony, and fragmented melorues 
were alien to Parker. 157 Moreover, while cognizant of the movement away from tonality that 
was occurring during his lifetime, Parker refused to abandon tonal language, as he believed it 
to be a core ingredient of musical structure, noting in his 1909 address: 
It is hard to imagine what can take [tonality's] place; certainly there is no 
substitute for it in music, for the essence of musical form consists chief1y in a 
156 ln my research at the Met arch ives, I was unable to identify the ensemble that served as the chorus for the 
Met production. 
157 Kearns, H oratio Parke~; 148. 
departure from and return to a clearly expressed tonality. A substitute for 
tonality outside of music would seem a hopeless abandonment of nearly all 
that makes the music of Beethoven, Bach, and \Xlagner great to us.1; 8 
Parker passes quickly through key areas in Mona and conjures moments of tonal ambiguity, 
but his music is always approaching or leaving a tonal center. Parker uses specific tonalities 
to depict certain characters and situations. For instance, Gwynn is represented by the 
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tonality of B major, Arth by C sharp minor, Enya by G minor, Caradoc by D flat major, and 
Nial D major. Mona is represented by two tonalities, E flat major when she is embracing the 
traditional role of a woman and E minor when fulfilling her birthright as leader. 1; 9 Parker 
stated that he had composed music portraying the love between Mona and Gwynn in G-flat 
major, which he asserted was "the legitimate offspring of B major and E-flat major." 160 
Parker also employs the Wagnerian leading-motive technique as another 
associative device. Commenting on his usage of leading motives he stated: 
I have employed leitmotivs in Mona, of course. For I can't conceive of 
anyone's writing an opera nowadays without them. You can't expect the 
public to unlearn what Wagner taught it. I have, however, taken care not to 
use so many motives as to confuse the listener with their complications. 16 1 
In fact, in his address to the MacDowell Club, Parker claims to have used anywhere from 
forty to sixty leading motives in Mona. 162 J..ifona was not Parker's first piece to employ this 
device, as his 1898 oratorio The L egend of Saint Christopher featured a fully developed leading-
motive technique.163 Moreover, many of Parker's larger choral compositions, beginning with 
those he wrote during his days as a student in Munich, employ sections that are connected 
ISS Horatio Parker, "Concerning Contemporary Niusic" address given to the American Academy of Arts, 
D ecember 14, 1909, HP Papers 35/ 10. 
159 Horatio Parker, Address given to the MacD owell Club of New York, January 10, 1912, HP Papers 35/ 19. 
160 Musica!Amen·ca, January 27, 1912, vol. 15,9 
161 Musical America, March 23, 1912, vol. 15, 1 
162 Musical America, January 27, 1912, vol. 15, 9 
163 Kearns, H oratio Parkn; 143. 
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by the continuous flow of music, and contain themes that recur for dramatic as well as 
musical reasons. Especially in his orchestral interludes, Parker would often make thematic 
references to the dramatic substance of the vocal melodies. 164 However, this technique is far 
less common in Mona. 165 Kearns speculates that Parker was reluctant to employ too many 
orchestral breaks for fear that they would disrupt the dramatic flow of the plot.166 
Consequently, many of the numerous leading mo tives in the opera are fleeting and difficult 
for the audience to recognize as associative themes. Few of these motives are ever 
thoroughly developed or realized in a lyrical manner. Moreover, as The Musical Courier fairly 
observed, many of Parker's leading motives are "cut out of the same cloth." 167 Indeed many 
of the motives feature similar harmonic sonorities and melodic shape. Furthermore, the 
leading motives are so pervasive and fundamental to the structure of the music itself that 
they arguably lose their ability to provoke conscious associations in the li stener. 
Acknowledging this fact, Parker remarked that if one did not like Mona without recognizing 
its many leading motives, he or she would not like it at all. 168 The following analysis will 
identify several motives that feature prominently in the opera and are central to the dramatic 
narrative. Many of these leading motives were first identified by John Van Broekhaven in his 
article "Mona: A Thematic Analysis," which was published soon after the opera's 
premiere.169 The following analysis borrows heavily from Broekhaven 's analysis and utilizes 
his names for the leading motives. 
164 Ibid. 
165 lbid ., 159. 
166 Ibid., 159-60. 
167 
'"Mona': A Step in Advance," The Musical Comier, March 13, 1912, LX1V:11 , 21. 
168 Horatio Parker, Address given to the MacD owell Club of ew York, January 10, 1912, HP Papers 35/19. 
169 John Van Broekl1aven, "Mona: A Thematic Analysis," Musical Observer vi, no . 4 (1912): 22-8. 
The harmony of Mona is based upon Wagnerian practices of prolongation 
and elaboration. Parker employs a full array of romantic harmonic devices: 
augmented and diminished harmonies, pivot chords, tertian extensions, elaborate 
appoggiaturas, and pedal tones. Many of these devices are employed in a non-
functional context. Chromaticism is also prevalent throughout the score, and Parker 
often utilizes it as a means of accomplishing quick transitions between tonal centers. 
Parker's setting of the libretto is perhaps the least orthodox aspect of the work. In 
his speech to the American Academy of Arts he remarked: 
Old-fashioned people seek in opera a union of speech and song, [Strauss and 
D ebussy have] renounced the latter definitely. No human voice gives forth 
any musically interesting phrase in "Pelleas and Melisande." In "Salome" the 
voices when used melodically (which is seldom) are treated like instruments, 
and it is no exaggeration to say that song is relegated entirely to the orchestra. 
The voices declaim, the orchestra sings.170 
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It is this philosophy of restricting voices to declamation that defines the lines of the soloists 
in Mona. Commenting on the setting of hi s text, Hooker noted that he and Parker had 
sought to set the libretto of Mona as through "quantitatives" rather than accent by perfectly 
matching the quantities of words and music as though the text were prose. 171 Specifically, 
Parker generally allows the vowel quantities of the text to trump metrical accents as the 
primary determinant of rhythm, which lends a feeling of irregular meter to much of the 
opera. Moreover, Parker's vocal lines often follow Wagnerian practices by mirroring the 
natural modulation, accent, and pitch of the speaking voice, though he refrains from the 
170 Horatio Parker, "Concerning Contemporary Music" address given to the Ame rican Academy of Arts, 
D ecember 14, 1909, HP Papers 35/ 10. 
171 "Here's Yer Prize Opera! Who Wants a Libretto)" Unidentified clipping, September 24, 1911 , Mona vocal 
score in BpBr. 
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broad arioso melodies one find s in Wagner. 172 In this way, Mona was arguably the first grand 
opera with an English libretto to employ this style of heightened declamation. Parker 
adheres to Wagnerian practice in hjs avoidance of delineated arias and recitatives and the 
various formal structures associated with each. Given the unorthodox, literary nature of 
Hooker's libretto Parker may have had little choice but to utilize this method of text setting. 
Indeed, it is hard to imagine many of Hooker's lines in the context of more traditional lyrical 
melodies . 
While this aesthetic was certainly not what the American musical commuruty was 
expecting from Parker, the techruque was skilfully employed, and both composer and 
librettist held the expressed belief that the words and music were "perfectly matched." 173 
Indeed, when serving as a judge for the Met's contest, Alfred Hertz claimed that he irutially 
thought Mona to be the work of a single individual because the words and music fitted 
h . 1 174 toget er so ruce y. 
The solo vocal parts in lviona contain very difficult sections in upper registers, 
including several sudden leaps to high notes during scenes of heightened drama. Moreover, 
the principal parts contain several unprepared high entries, such as the several entries that 
occur at or above each singer's respective high G during the duet between Mona and Gwynn 
near the end of Act II. 
172 \Villiam Kearns, "Horatio Parker's 'Mona': l ts Place in the Composer's Career and in American Opera," 
S onneck S ociery N eu;.r/etter 6, no. 3 (1980): 11. 
173 Clipping from New York World, ca. 1911, HP Papers IV E 1. 
174 "Making the Prize Opera: How Prof. Parker and Brian H ooker Collaborated in Composing 'Mona'," 
Unidentified clipping, n.d., Mona vocal score in BpBr. 
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General Observations on the Libretto 
The libretto of Mona is written in Early Modern E nglish. Given that Parker was a 
successful composer of Episcopalian church music, he probably felt very comfortable setting 
this style of speech. Indeed, many of Parker's hymns and the English translation used for 
Hora Novzssima, which was specially created by Parker's mother for the oratorio, employed 
Early Modern English. The choice may have appealed to Parker based on his views 
concerning "Anglo-Saxon" culture and its proper place within American music. 
Parker believed that modern audiences preferred the passion, gravity, and shock 
value of Strauss in contrast to the mys tic symbolism of Debussy, noting in his 1909 address: 
There seems to be throughout D ebussy's work, to speak pathologically, a 
preponderance of white blood corpuscles . In our day and generation we want 
red blood and plenty of it, and we find it in "Salome," a whole cistern 
spattered with it.175 
Consequently, Parker's enthusiasm for Hooker's plot, which is filled with love and death that 
is brought about by primitive passions, is not surprising. In an interview given to the press, 
Hooker explained his choice to set this plot in Ancient Britain: 
I felt that I must get into the past for the best expression of my idea, and, 
looking about, I chose Bri tain at a period of which little is known, so that I 
could give my imagination full sway. I have tried to tell a story that very 
probably might have happened at the time, yet a story that is applicable to all 
times.176 
As Hooker himself observed, Mona is not meant to be an opera that depicts historical events, 
but rather one that explores universal truths of the human condition. 
175 Horatio Parker, "Concerning Contemporary Music" address given to the American Academy of Arts, 
D ecember 14, 1909, HP Papers 35/ 10. 
176 "'Mona' !\ gain: The Librettist and the Text," Clipping from the Boston E vening Iimlwipt, May 8, 1911 , Mona 
vocal score in BpBr. 
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The plot of Mona explores a series of binary oppositions that are pervasive 
throughout the plot. The epicenter of tension for most of these oppositions is the title 
character Mona, whose love for Gwynn is in direct conflict with her hereditary mandate as 
Queen of the Celts to liberate Britain from Roman rule. The first opposition is the classic 
conflict of love and duty, which is embodied by Mona's dilemma, but also manifested in 
Gwynn's competing loyalties to Mona and Rome. The second opposition is between war 
and peace. In the opera, Mona seeks to restore the sovereignty of the Celtic people through 
armed revolt, but simultaneously has the hidden opportunity to empower her people by 
marrying Gwynn. The third opposition is between man and woman. Mona has the desire to 
marry Gwynn and assume the feminine role of wife and mother but struggles throughout the 
plot to resist these urges and undertake the masculine task of leading the revolt of her 
people. The majority of the principal characters in Mona are representative of one side or the 
other of the aforementioned dichotomies that compete for Mona's destiny. Gwynn and 
Enya espouse the qualities of love, peace, and the feminine act of creation and nurture; Arth, 
Gloom, and Caradoc represent the qualities of duty, war, and masculinity. The fourth and 
final binary opposition is between Mona's stepbrother Nial and the other characters. As a 
changeling, Nial has no so ul, and does not understand the passions and dogmatic beliefs that 
motivate the other characters and drive the action of the plot. In this way, ial's naked 
observation and intellectual innocence is in opposition to the erudite logic and emotional 
fervor of the other characters. Nial himself observes this opposition in his song he sings to 
himself while dancing through the forest at the opening of Act II: 
Is it not brave to breathe sweet breath, and sing under the sun, and laugh 
beside the fire, and have no soul? 
Mona and Gloom and Gwynn-all my wise friends. Surely their souls 
torment them. They have strange hot joys called love and hate and fear 
wherewith to burn themselves ... I cannot understand . . . 177 
Nial's condition and his resulting childlike commentary are also utilized by Hooker to 
highlight the other binary oppositions for the audience. 
Through the exploration of these oppositions, the libretto espouses two principal 
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morals. The foremost moral, as defined by Hooker, is the assertion that women should seek 
to empower themselves by pursuing greatness within their traditional gender roles. 
Describing this paradigm, Hooker stated: 
I wrote 'Mona' to express the idea that [a] woman derives her strength from 
her womanliness and not from usurping the functions that belong to man. 
My idea is directly the reverse to the one expressed by Maeterlinck in 'Ariane 
et Barbe-Bleu.' 'Mona,' instead of being feminine, has spent her life in 
dreaming and in the idea that she has a mission. It is this idea that in the end 
defeats her own cause and kills her lover, where she might have 
accomplished her purpose and saved her lover had she had recourse to other 
methods. 178 
His reference Maurice Maeterlinck's play Ariane et Barbe-Bieu is notable. The original 
seventeenth-century folktale "La Barbe bleue" by Charles Perrault concerns a wealthy 
aristocrat named Blue Beard who is regarded with suspicion by the local townspeople 
because all of his previous wives have disappeared. He courts a young girl who marries him 
against the wishes of her family. Upon arriving at his chateau, he grants the girl full access to 
his fortune and home but warns her never to enter a small chamber that lies beneath the 
cas tle. While he is away, the young girl is overcome by curiosity and enters the forbidden 
chamber to discover the bodies of his previous wives. Blue Beard quickly learns that his new 
177 Hooker and Parker, !VIana, an Opera in Three A cts, 71. 
178 "'Mona' Again : The Librettist and the Text," Clipping from the Boston E1;ening TranSC!ipt, May 8, 1911 , Mona 
vocal score in BpBr. 
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wife has disobeyed his wishes and attempts to kill her, but she is saved at the last second by 
her brothers. In all, this story was interpreted as a cautionary tale, which sought to 
di scourage women from independence and curiosity. However, in Maurice Maeterlinck's 
adaptation of the story, the tale of Blue Beard is conflated with the legend of the Greek 
heroine Ariadne. The young girl is portrayed as a strong and self-sufficient woman. ln the 
forbidden chamber, she finds Blue Beard's other wives still alive and encourages them to 
leave, but they are too timid to abandon their husband. In the end, the young girl simply 
walks away from Blue Beard, who feels powerless to stop her. In 1907, Maeterlinck's 
adaptation gained notoriety when Paul Dukas employed it as the libretto for an opera by the 
same name. Immediately after this opera's premiere, feminist interpretations of this modified 
plot began to surface, though both composer and librettist denied such intent. The majori ty 
of critics who appreciated the presence of feminism in the work responded negatively to it, 
and Brian Hooker was apparently among their ranks. 179 
The second moral, which was not identified by Hooker but is nevertheless pervasive 
throughout the text, is a general warning against dogmatic aggression. As H ooker states in 
the above quote, Mona "defeats her own cause" by failing to marry Gwynn-an act that 
would create peace by adopting her subjects into the providence of the Roman Empire. This 
idealization of peace through compromise and assimilation is highly incompatible with the 
"]jve free or die" ideology that has pervaded American culture since the War of 
Independence. Considering that many in the American musical communi ty had looked to 
Mona to help define "American" opera, it is ironic that H ooker and Parker wo uld create a 
179 Austin B. Caswell, "Maeterlinck's and D ukas' 'Ariane Et Barbe-Bleue' : A Feminist Opera?," Studie.r in 
Romanticism 27, no. 2 (1988): 203-14; There have been many other in teresting adaptations of thi s ta le including 
Bela Bartok's A kikszakdllti herceg vdra (1918). 
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work in which the ideological Celts are admonished for foolishly sacrificing their lives to gain 
freedom from the tyranny of all-powerful Rome. It seems possible that this aspect of the 
plot may be part of the reason the opera failed to capture the imagination of its audience. 
In their revisions to the score, Parker and Hooker omitted several portions of the 
original libretto. In their choices, the pair seem to have given priority to texts related to the 
mythological nature of Mona's calling and her relationship with Gwynn, and placed less 
importance on texts related to the larger philosophical questions raised in the opera. 
Consequently, over the course of final editing many of the subplots and social commentary 
that made the Mona libretto unique and interesting were obscured, pushing the work closer 
to a stock tragic romance or-in the words of Ronald Eyer-a "watered down" Tristan und 
Isolde. 180 
Act I 
The first Act of Mona opens with a substantial prelude. In his address to the 
MacDowell Club, Parker acknowledged that writing such instrumental introductions was "no 
longer fashionable ." He noted that in contemporary operas dialogue and action would 
commonly begin the moment the curtain began to ascend, but asserted his belief that in 
Mona there was no need for this device and the intense concentration it demanded. Parker 
stated that the prelude " foreshadows coming music" and created an "atmosphere" meant to 
h di 18 1 prepare t e au ence. 
ISO Ronald Eyer, "Orchestra of America," Nei/J York Herald Tribune, february 24, 1961. 
JSJ Horatio Parker, Address given to the MacDowell Club of New York, January 10, 1912, HP Papers 35/ 19. 
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The prelude opens by briefly tonicizing the key of G-sharp minor before Oboe I 
enters and introduces what Broekhaven calls the "Gwynn's Love" leading motive, which is 
perhaps the most pervasive theme in the opera: 
Example 1 - Gwynn's Love Motive [ 1 I 1 I 5 I (1) ] 
Parker subsequently tonicizes the relative major key (B major), passes through some 
diminished harmonies over a B natural pedal tone, and repeats the "Gwynn's Love" motive 
in the English horn and cello. Following an elaboration on this passage, Parker introduces a 
motive that is used throughout the opera to depict the obstacles and uncertainty that haunt 
Gwynn and Mona's love: 
p :::::::=- ====-
Example 2 - Uncertainty of Love Motive [ 2 I 1 I 3 (3)] 
Parker then modulates to the mediant-related key of D major as he introduces the "Peace 
Motive" that is commonly associated with Gwynn. This motive contras ts with the previous 
materials, as it employs a simple homorhythmic pattern in which vario us appoggiaturas are 
resolved into major harmonies on the last beat of the measure: 
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Example 3 -Peace Motive [ 2 I 2 I 4 (3) ] 
At [ 2 I 6 I 3 I (4) ] the music quietens, as an ominous and foreboding motive composed of 
triplets and stepwise chromatic ascensions is played by the bass clarinet, bassoon, cello, and 
double basses over b vii07 of G sharp minor. Throughout the opera, these melodic and 
rhythmic devices are often associated with the Romans and their military might: 
Example 4 -Roman Might Motive [ 3 I 1 I 1 (5) ] 
At [ 3 I 5 I 3 I (8) ], Parker writes a fourteen-m easure passage of non-functional harmony 
that concludes at [ 4 I 2 I 3 I (11) ] , when ornate figures consi sting of layered tuplets and 
sextuplets, played by the harps and clarinets, introduce the key of D-flat major. The 
orchestral texture then thins out to make room for the first oboe and clarinet, which 
introduce a melody that Broekhoven calls the "Bird Motive" in an antiphonal manner, while 
the harps provide interest below. The t\vo harps in the orchestra are prominently featured 
throughout the score. Parker also relied heavily on the harp in his previous dramatic work 
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The Prince of India, and seemed to have a special affinity for the unique color it brings to an 
orchestra. The bird motive is associated with Nial and concepts of free nature in the opera: 
,., ~ ft ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
\ -tJ p I~ I~ 
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Example 5 - Bird Motive [ 4 I 3 I 3 (12) ] 
Parker elaborates on this motive in the context of D-flat maj or, before shifting and 
continuing the process around the chord of G major. He employs the entire woodwind 
section in beautiful passages of antiphony and melodic exchange, while the harps continue to 
embroider the texture of the accompaniment. At [ 5 I 1 I 1 I (14) ], the curtain rises and the 
music prepares for Gwynn's opening lines. Over the course of the 120-measure prelude, 
Parker has certainly created his desired "atmosphere" by introducing the audience to much 
of the harmonic and melodic language that features prominently in the music to come. 
The curtain lifts to reveal the hut of Arth, Enya, and Mona nestled in the British 
forest. While many aspects of the Met's production of Mona fostered disagreement, critics 
were unanimous in their praise of the work's staging. The Met's scenic artist, James Fox, 
technical director, Edward Siec:lle, and stage manager, Loomis H. Taylor reportedly spared 
no detail in their realization of the scenes.182 The hut in the first scene was vividly 
constructed with logs and animal skin to capture the rustic nature of a Celtic domicile, and 
182 Niona was the official debut of Loomis Taylor who was in his early twenties at the time o f the production. 
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even featured a live bear cub. The scene was illuminated using a mixture of electric and 
flame-based lighting, which gave the entire set a mysterious and ominous hue (See Images 4 
and 11 in Appendix). 183 
In this scene, Gwynn is with Mona and celebrating his reunion with her, after having 
succeeded in creating peace between the Romans and Celts in Britain. He rejoices in the 
future of their romance, proclaiming to Mona that he has "brought down rest over this 
angry land, whose trouble was thy trouble." This first mention of Mona's innate bond to the 
land of Britain is quietly marked by the orchestra with an ascending sixteenth-note run that is 
passed from the bass clarinet to the clarinet and is concluded by the flute at 
[ 6 I 2 I 2 I (18) ] . This run is constructed using whole tone scales and various symmetrical 
pitch sets whose essence effectively hints at Mona's supernatural relationship with the land. 
Mona remains quiet and disengaged as Gwynn celebrates. At [ 7 I 2 I 2 I (21)] Mona breaks 
her silence and asks "Have I all To give thee, Gwynn?" Mona proceeds to allude to dreams 
and calling that have haunted her in his absence. Confused Gwynn asks Mona ''What new 
change?" as the "Destiny" motive is played: 
Example 6 - Destiny Motive [ 12 I 3 I 1 I (30) ] 
Mona explains that she cannot be like other women and fulfill her maternal longings as the 
orchestra introduces the "femininity" motive: 
!83 "The Prize Opera For The First Time," Boston E1;ming Transcript, March 15, 1912, 13, col. 1. 
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MOXA 
l t.J woman, f~el[ng hands Of litt~e chil-dr en touch me in lt.e dark , Unborn, 
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Example 7 - Femininity Motive [ 14 I 2 I 1 I (33) ] 
This motive was used by the critic from the Musical Courier to exemplify Parker's 
uncompromising affinity in Mona for bleak aesthetics. Indeed, when referring to the hands of 
little children, one would not expect to find the word set with the bitonal polychord in the 
above example. At [ 15 I 3 I 1 I (36) ] the music intensifies as Mona, to the emphatic 
protests of her mother Enya, opens her dress to reveal three vertical lines that symbolize the 
Druidic god. As she reveals this symbol, the "destiny" motive is repeated followed by the 
introduction of the "unspeakable name" motive: 
+f~~~: --I I .. J~ ,hq~ ,~;~ 
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Example 8 - Unspeakable Name Motive [ 15 I 4 I 2 I (37) ] 
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After over 250 measures of rising dramatic and musical intensity, Parker provides his 
audience with some relief by introducing N ial, who enters accompanied by a motive that 
represents him throughout the opera: 
Example 9 - Nial Motive [ 17 I 2 I 2 I (42) ] 
The music at this point takes on a playful character as syncopated rhythms, consonant 
harmony, and several consecutive grace-note "skips" played by the piccolo accompany Nial's 
explanation of his soulless state of existence. H e proceeds to confess that he cannot 
understand what is hindering Mona's love for Gwynn, asking "D oes God write hi s name O n 
them that shall no t love?" 
The dialogue between Gwynn and Mona soon resumes, and at [ 23 I 3 I 4 I (58) ] 
Mona recounts a recurring dream she has had, which is prefaced by the "dream" motive: 
Example 10 - Dream Motive [ 23 I 3 I 1 I (57) ] 
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She describes walking upon a windy beach, which evokes the "Singing Billows" motive from 
the orchestra that is set in a 5/ 4 meter and opens with a 2:3 polyrhythmic relationship 
between the wind and string sections : 
, .. 
,. 
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Example 11- Singing Billows Motive [ 23 I 4 I 1 I (58) ] as seen in the autograph MS 
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As she describes holding a sword, we are in troduced to the "Sword" motive: 
l~*:~:,~ii 
.IY 
Example 12 - Sword Motive [ 27 I 3 I 3 I (68) 1 
This motive is subsequently followed by the ''White Shroud" motive, which represents the 
shrouded figure (Gwynn) that attempts to take Mona's sword in her dream: 
p 
Example 13 - White Shroud Motive [ 28 I 4 I 1 I (71) 1 
Mona tells of how chaos erupts at the very end of her dream after she kills the shrouded 
figure. As she holds a high "G " on the word "whelmed," the strings play various ascending 
and descending chromatic scales in sixteenth notes as the brass section recites the 
"D estruction" motive: 
Example 14 -Destruction Motive [ 30 I 1 I 1 I (76) 1 
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Discussion of Mona's dream comes to an abrupt halt at [ 34 I 1 I 1 I (86) ] when 
her father Arth enters and hurls a sword at her feet, which he has acquired by slaying a 
Roman soldier. Upon his entry Parker introduces the "Arth Motive": 
Example 15 - Arth Motive [ 34 I 1 I 1 I (86) ] 
The surprised responses of Mona and Enya to the sword demonstrate Parker's intent to 
employ melody in all instances. As with earlier exclamations, the cries "Father!" and "Arth!" 
are sung despite the fact that it might be less awkward for these words to be spoken. Mona 
instantly recognizes the sword to be the one from her dream. In the section that follows, the 
contrasting characters of Arth and Enya are juxtaposed in Hooker's libretto, as he introduces 
the oppositions man vs. woman and war vs. peace. Enya admonishes Arth, claiming that he 
has "roused the wolf' and forfeited the peace, safety, and freedom they had under Roman 
occupation. Conversely, Arth proudly describes how he killed the soldier who owned the 
sword with his bare hands and argues that those under Roman occupation are " free like 
dogs." However, Enya experiences a change of heart as the "British Patriotism" motive 
enters: 
Example 16 - British Patriotism Motive [ 40 I 3 I 1 I (109) ] 
Upon its sounding Enya, Arth, and Mona exclaim "Britain! Old Britain!" though E nya is a 
whole beat behind the other two, signifying her slower acceptance of Arth's patriotic pleas. 
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Following Arth's departure to bury the solider he has slain, the audience is treated to 
another segment of Nial's comical yet thought-provoking musings. Nial is confused by 
Arth's actions and does not understand his claims of Roman oppression, remarking "Are we 
not free to breathe sweet breath and sing under the sun, and laugh beside the fire, and 
wonder at the world?" as the orchestra plays the "Free Nature" motive in the backgro und: 
p grazz'oso 
Example 17- Free Nature Motive [ 42 I 3 I 1 I (114) ] 
Mona's brother Gloom then enters the scene; his presence is announced by the following 
motive, which represents him throughout the opera: 
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Example 18 - Gloom Motive [ 51 11 I 1 I (142) 1 
Gloom prophecies that Gwynn shall die by the blade of the Roman sword that Arth gave to 
Mona. This prophecy is assigned the following motive by Parker: 
" .10 
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Example 19- Gwynn's Death Motive [ 51 I 1 I 3 I (142) 1 
Arth and Caradoc soon enter, and instruct E nya and Mona to leave. 
Gwynn implores Gloom, Arth, and Caradoc to keep peace with Rome, but fails to 
persuade them. Caradoc leads the four men in a ritualistic ceremony to declare a "gorsedd," 
which bind all present in the meeting to an oath of secrecy. In this meeting, he discloses that 
Mona is the last descendant of Boadicea and the chosen one to restore British sovereignty. 
This hereditary link to the ancient Celtic queen is represented by the "Boadicea" motive: 
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Example 20 - Boadicea Motive [ 62 I 4 I 1 I (188) ] 
Upon learning of the others' plans for Mona, Gwynn is irate and exclaims "Y e shall not 
drown her in your surge of blood!" at [ 64 I 2 I 2 I (203) ] . Parker takes special care to 
emphasize this dramatic highpoint; he ends this phrase with a fermata on the high "G" of 
the word "blood," while the accompaniment is silent, and follows this note with the full 
orchestra on the chord of E major; and the timpani roll as Gwynn asks the question (marked 
ad lib) "Is this the peace ye bless 'd this house withal?"184 Caradoc then sends for Mona and 
informs her of her true ancestry. Caradoc, Gloom, and Arth attempt to convince her that 
she is destined to lead the rebellion, while Gwynn pleads wi th her to not be consumed by 
their patriotic fervor. She ultimately accepts the role of leading the rebellion, but before the 
curtain falls on Act I she breaks down and cries "Gwynn! For evermore I shall not see his 
face! " 
Act II 
Act II takes place a month later in the evening. The set is a Druidic open-air temple 
in the forest that features semi-circular walls with a large oak tree and stone altar bearing the 
unspeakable name in the center (See Image 5 in Appendix). Like the opening Act, it begins 
with a prelude prior to the opening of the curtain, which is eighty-one measures in length 
184 The placement of the fermata is different in the Schirmer vocal score. 
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and serves to set the mood for Nial's aria that follows it. The prelude is in D major, the 
tonality associated with Nial, and employs a 3/ 4 time signature with playful syncopated 
rhythms. Harmonically, Parker continues his practices of prolongation, though conventional 
root movement by fourth and fifth occurs more frequently in the prelude than in other parts 
of the opera. Overall, it is far lighter and cheerful than that of Act I. 
The curtain lifts to reveal Nial playing with his shadow. As the orchestra plays the 
"Nial" motive, he proceeds to dance and sing of his soulless state, his harmony with nature, 
and his confusion concerning human motivations. The instrumentation for this part 
continues the theme of playfulness, and is replete with voice exchange, antiphonal textures, 
and musical representations of the soundscape, such as the tweeting birds portrayed by the 
oboes at [ 88 I 3 I 5 I (287) ] . Parker also employs a variation of the previously discussed 
"Bird" leading motive that is used to represent free nature. Parker alters his musical language 
when accompanying Nial's musings concerning the passions that control the thoughts and 
behavior of his human friends. For instance, when Nial remarks "Surely, their souls torment 
them," he places special emphasis on the subsequent line: 
1\ .It !, ,... un p 0 0 co men 
NIAL . 
~ Hot j~ys called Love and Hate ind Fear , 
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Example 21 - Hot Joys called Love and Hate and Fear [ 91 I 2 I 1 I (298) ] 
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Parker's accompaniment of this line features an unusual aesthetic that portrays the 
foreignness of human emotions to Nial. The root movement of this progression moves 
along the circle of fifths, but Parker incorporates chord sevenths and flattened fifths that 
form lines that descend by consecutive semitones in the voice leading. Moreover, this 
progression is orchestrated with an unusual sonority that employs only the horns (marked 
pp), the bass clarinet, and bassoons. Several critics observed similarities between Nial's bird 
dance and the scene in Act II of Wagner's Siegfried in which the title character- who shares 
Nial's nai'vete but not his innocence- interacts with a bird and attempts to mimic its songs 
on his reed pipe. Although this correlation is rather weak, it illustrates the eagerness of 
Parker's audience to perceive and evaluate Mona in relation to Wagner's operas . 
Nial's musings come to an abrupt halt at [ 95 I 5 I 4 I (314)] when the Roman 
Governor enters the scene and arrests him. Parker announces the Governor's entrance with 
a full array of percussion that includes cymbals and a gong, as well as military, bass, and 
kettle drums, while the other instruments play the "Governor" motive that is derived from 
the "Roman Might" motive: 
.ff . 
Example 22 - Governor Motive [ 95 I 4 I 4 I (313) ] 
As the Governor begins his investigation and discovers evidence of rituals and weapons at 
the Druid temple, the music modulates from D major to B-flat minor, while the brass begins 
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to play a menacing ostinato progression that alternates between the tonic chord and a 
variation of the subdominant chord (E ~7 ) . The G overnor interrogates Nial, but is unhappy 
with his nonsensical answers. He is about to harm 1 ial when Gwynn appears and implores 
him to stop . Gywnn's presence is represented by a shift to B major and the lightening o f the 
orchestral texture. Upon recognizing his son, the Governor blesses him. Parker's 
accompaniment of this blessing at [ 101 I 4 I 1 I (330) ] is extremely beautiful. It consists of 
a three-note descending motive that is passed from the flutes through the oboes, E nglish 
horn, clarinets, and bassoon, while both harps strum through a series of arpeggiated chords. 
Dramatically, this moment is deserving of the extra care Parker lends it for it is the first time 
we learn of Gwynn 's alternate identity as Quintus, the son of the Governor. As Gwynn 
throws off hi s robe to reveal a Roman tunic beneath and declares to the Governor that he is 
both a Roman soldier and his son, the orchestra plays an additional motive that is associated 
with the Romans throughout the opera: 
u 
Example 23 -Roman Motive [ 103 I 2 I 2 I (335) ] 
The Governor expresses his concerns to Gwynn about the growing unrest in Britain stating 
that the whole land "hums like a hive in swarm." He di scloses his knowledge of Mona, her 
efforts to rouse a revolt, and Gwynn's constant interventions to save her from arrest. 
Gwynn defends hi s actions by arguing that his marriage to Mona could forge a new peace 
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benveen Rome and Britain. The Governor understands his son's intentions, but asserts that 
Gwynn should simply "take" Mona stating "A woman's heart is in her body, boy-I had 
thought thee more a man!" In this way, the Governor is the chauvinist antithesis to the 
Maeterlinckian feminism espoused by Mona. 
A significant portion of the dialogue bet\Veen Gwynn and his father was omitted 
from the Met performance-seventy-five measures in all. The excised passage consists of an 
aria by Gwynn in which he tells of the years he has spent living amongst his mother's people, 
gaining their trust, and promoting peace bet\Veen them and Rome. It is not essential to the 
advancement of the plot, but greatly develops Gwynn's character, describing his 
longstanding campaign for peace and tireless efforts prevent Mona from being arrested for 
her activities. The omission of this passage exemplifies the low priority that Parker and 
H ooker placed upon character development in Mona, which is the foremost dramatic 
weakness of the opera. 
In the end, Gwynn succeeds in convincing his father to abstain from taking pre-
emptive action against the insurgency and is permitted to continue seeking peace through 
Mona. H owever the Governor warns that he will crush Mona's people without mercy if they 
revolt. 
In the scene that follows, Gloom and Mona are together at the temple. From their 
conversation, we learn that the attack against the Romans is to begin at midnight that 
evening. Mona initially expresses doubt about the fate of the rebellion, but wi th some 
prompting from Gloom she is overcome with patriotic optimism. She and Gloom sing a 
duet praising Britain, their relationship as step-brother and -sister, and her destiny as the last 
descendent of Boadicea. 
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The following scene at [ 146 I 1 I 3 I (465) ] consists of a love duet between Gwynn 
and Mona. Some portions of this duet were omitted from the Met performance, though it 
remained essentially intact. It is among the most difficult sections of music for the singer 
who plays Mona, as the part is very high for a contralto and contains several abrupt entries 
on Bb. Nevertheless, it seems to have been popular with the Met audience, presumably 
because it delivered the full-bodied melodic lines and dramatic exchanges they desired. Critic 
John Freeman observed a resemblance between the Love Duet in Mona and the music of 
Vincent d'Indy, whom Parker admired. 185 The accompaniment for this duet is also more 
conventional, with prominent string parts and less of the colorful woodwind writing that 
features heavily throughout the rest of the opera. In terms of rhythm, the duet contains 
more conventional figures and drifts casually between 4/ 4 and 3/ 4 meter. 
The duet contrasts with the one Mona sang with Gloom moments earlier. It opens 
with the "Peace" motive as Gwynn appears on the stage, though it soon moves to other key 
areas. Mona argues with Gwynn as he challenges her zealous actions and willingness to 
follow Caradoc and her family. She resists him, but as he begins to persuade her, a new 
motive emerges, associated with the peace that could result from their love: 
l q • j 4 
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Example 24 - Gwynn/Mona Peace Motive [ 150 I 4 I 1 I (481) ] 
185 Kearn s, I-I oralio Parker, 161. 
Hooker spared no measure of expression when penning Gwynn's pleas for Mona's heart: 
Near me amid the moonbeams, beautiful 
A Wy on the ground of a dim lake 
Thy golden heart wide open to the wind, 
A freshness, and a fragrance glimmering up 
Out of the cool depths, a wild bird with glad eyes 
A mystery beyond all dreaming dear 
Holier than the hope of pleasing God. 
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As Gwynn's pleas simmer with passion at [ 155 I 3 I 1 I ( 498) ] , Parker takes the lid off his 
orchestra. Gwynn begs Mona to either bless him with her love and devotion or strike hjm 
down with her sword. At [ 157 I 3 I 1 I (504) ], Mona's resistance breaks and she embraces 
him as the music shifts to G-flat major-the tonality of their love. As they fawn over one 
another, the orchestral texture returns to the conventional accompaniment that began the 
duet. Their euphoria continues until Gwynn inadvertently revives Mona's patriotism by 
mentioning the future of Britain. Unaware of the severe change of heart Mona has just 
experienced, Gwynn proceeds to reveals that he is a Roman, which prompts her to cry out 
for help . A flurry of orchestral activity ensues, until unexpectedly all but the flutes and 
bassoons fall silent. Mona then swings her sword at Gwynn and repeats Gloom's prophecy 
to him: "By this same blade it is thy doom to die!" The stage is then swarmed by a mob of 
Britons brandishing weapons, as martial rhythms of half notes, triplets, and dotted figures 
emerge in the orchestral accompaniment. Among the mob are Caradoc, Arth, Gloom, and 
Enya. The entire wind section sound tremolos anticipating Gwynn's death at the hands of 
the mob, but Mona intervenes. Mona's actions further the chaos as the mob succumbs to 
confusion, and Caradoc, Gloom, and Arth protest the amnesty she is granting Gwynn. 
Parker depicts this chaos and disagreement in the section marked Presto at 
[ 173 I 1 I 1 I (555) ], in which the three men and the crowd sing overlapping statements 
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that become increasingly shorter and faster with each repetition until Mona finally asserts her 
leadership as Queen. After Gwynn is bound and led off stage, Mona commands that the 
swords be distributed and that the attack against the Romans commence immediately. 
The remainder of Act II is comprised of a chorus that is sung by the mob of Britons 
(presumably with the principals) and accompanies the staged depictions of the Britons 
arming for battle in a ceremonial manner. According to contemporary accounts, this final 
number at the end of Act II was quite spectacular in the Met production, with eerie 
moonlight engineered by the stage crew glimmering against the Briton 's clashing swords and 
deep blue and red tunics as they rallied for battle and chanted their war songs.186 The music 
vacillates tonally between B-flat minor and D-flat major, which is fitting, given that the latter 
represents Caradoc, the chief bard. The parts of this SA TB chorus are not simple. They 
feature the same chromatic melodic language that is prevalent throughout the work. The 
range of these melodies is also demanding for the average chorus singer, with soprano and 
tenor parts having to sing B5 and B4, respectively. Moreover, there are many passages in 
which Parker modulates from 4/4 time to various compound meters. H e also shows little 
restraint in his use of the orchestral accompaniment, and there are many moments in which 
one questions whether the audience could hear the words. Concerns of balance and clarity 
are especially warranted at [ 183 I 2 I 6 I (578)], when Mona sings a brief melody over the 
chorus and over a relatively thick orchestral texture that includes brass instruments. To help 
the chorus cope with these demands, several passages are written in four-part unison while 
others are sung in two-part pairs. The music for the chorus is nevertheless quite difficult and 
requires skilled singers. As the chorus comes to an end, the combatants run off to attack the 
186 ''The Prize Opera For The First Time," Boston Evening Transcript, March 15, 1912, 13, col. 1. 
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Roman town, leaving Enya sobbing before the altar. 
Act III 
The final Act takes place on a rocky plateau in the woods that overlooks the Roman 
town across the valley (See Image 6 in Appendix). According to spectators, the lighting 
generated by the stage crew was once again superb, with small moving lights that were meant 
to depict torches in the distance. The crew also enacted a smooth transition from moonlight, 
to misty dawn, to the light of day over the course o f the Act. 187 
The prelude that opens Act III is remarkably shorter than those of Acts I and II. It is 
driven by the horns and woodwinds and attempts to produce an ambience of dread and 
anxiety using a variety of descending three-note figures and stepwise chromatic ascents. 
These gestures are interspersed with the occasional mihtaristic rhythm to denote the raging 
battle in the distance. The prelude opens with the "Roman Activity" motive that is used 
throughout the remainder of the opera: 
Example 25 - Roman Activi ty Motive [ 191 I 1 I 2 I (595) ] 
187 "The Prize Opera For The first Time," Boston Et;ening Transcript, March 15, 1912, 13, col. 1. 
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Parker also uses this short opening to transition from the B-flat minor and D-flat major 
tonal areas into the key of D minor, which accompanies the opening dialogue between Nial 
and Enya. It is possible that Parker chose this key by combining the pitch of D major, which 
is associated with Nial, with the modality of G minor, which is associated with Enya. Indeed, 
in the MacD owell address Parker mentioned using such an "offspring" tonality for 
. . b G d M 188 mteractlons etween wynn an ona. 
In the original libretto, the dialogue ben:veen Enya and ial at the opening of this 
Act is superb; Enya describes her woe as a mother and wife who sits at home while her 
loved ones are in battle. Moreover, through his nai've yet profound questions to Enya, Nial 
explores the relationship between the war vs. peace and man vs. woman oppositions that 
saturate the plot. Sadly, though the complete libretto was set in the original score, portions 
of this dialogue were omitted from the Schirmer vocal score. The following excerpt from the 
original libretto illustrates the nature of this exchange between Enya and Nial. 
(Text omitted from vocal score is in ita]jcs) 
Enya 
How many, how many of us whose hearts are st:rugg]jng yonder watch and 
yearn 
Through the void, endless hush, feeling their faith 
Bleed away drop by drop and hour by hour! 
How marry &man women shall befoul their proud hair, hating every sunrry day for this 
night's sake . .. and the long nights to come . .. 
Sure!J rve u;omen are one sisterhood---Men make the nation! 
Nial 
Mother, 1vf?y do men, seeking to live more glad!J, fight and die? 
Enya 
Men die to slay as tvomen die to bear, 
188 Musical America, January 27, 1912, vol. 15, 9. 
Wasting the life u;e sorrmved giving them to breed more sorroJV. .. so thry build their power; 
binding out love to them zvith cords of pain . .. 
Oh, I have waited many nights like this, while flesh I bore spilled blood that 
came of me, and the dawn brought the dead home! 
[ ... ] 
Nial 
Is Mona then a woman?-Mother say! 
She ne1;er gave life; she hath taken it . . . 
And GJ.I!Ynn, loving us a/~ and dreaming of peace 
Is he a man, the same as other men? 189 
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Parker depicts Enya's anxiety in the orchestra using various motives constructed with 
consecutive descending harmonic sixths: 
1\ I 1 I ~ 
~ 
~ I """" - I I r r~ r ]1Tj J I 1-------==-
Example 26 - Enya's Anxiety [ 192 I 5 I 1 I (603) ] 
The orchestra texture remains relatively light though foreboding until [ 200 I 3 I 3 I (629) ], 
when Parker reduces the accompaniment to a single note that is held by the cellos. From this 
low point, the music slowly builds to depict the dawning of the new day. As the dawn 
approaches at [ 201 I 1 I 1 I (634) ], the violins usher in the burgeoning light with the 
chords of C major, E minor, B major, and A-flat major over seven measures-a breath of 
fresh air after over six hundred pages of Wagnerian prolongation. As the dawn continues, 
189 Hooker and Parker, Mona, an Opera in Three A cts, 160-63. 
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the harps and woodwinds enter with light, graceful figures as the strings play tremolos on 
dominant-seventh chords marked both sordino and sui pontz"cello. At this moment, Parker hints 
at the " free-nature" tonali ty of D major at [ 201 I 3 I 3 I (637) ]. 
Soon the joy and innocence of the new day is snuffed out, as the music darkens and 
quickens to accompany the return of Enya's anxiety. Soon an old man fleeing the combat 
encounters Enya, who begs him for news from the battlefield. This part in the score is only 
eighteen meas ures long, but it requires a soloist capable of singing an E ~4 over the string and 
brass sections of a Strauss-sized orchestra. 190 The old man reveals to the audience that the 
rebellion had been betrayed to the Romans who were waiting for their attack. At 
[ 205 I 2 I 4 I (650) ], the full orchestra joins the accompaniment as a wave of fugitives 
from the battle, including Mona and Gloom, stumbles onto the stage. Enya attempts to 
embrace the badly-injured Gloom, who "savagely" pushes her away and calls her a fool for 
touching his arm. Gloom informs Enya that Arth is dead and continues to describe the 
extent to which the Romans were prepared for the attack, remarking "Our Gwynn did his 
work well!" Gloom con tinues to spews vitriol at his mother as she attempts to nurse his 
wounds, while Mona laments her failure to liberate Briton. When Mona cries for God's 
forgiveness, Gloom scorns her cries of repentance, stating: 
What has G od to do? [ ... ] Thou hadst a vani ty, and a girl's dream of huge 
deeds and high services; for me, I had a lust for lordship. I hated Rome, and 
hated even more that sweet, sweet, boylover of thine! His delicate heats and 
spirit perfumes; then, too, I loved thy bright body. 
E nya admonishes Gloom for his remarks, reminding him that he is a pries t, to which 
he replies "I lvas: I am a man now." Gloom's claims concerning their motivations deepen the 
190 This part was played by Basil Ruysdael in the Mer production. 
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tragedy that has taken place and temporarily casts doubt upon the role of supernatural forces 
in the plot and the fate of its characters. As Gloom is temporarily overcome by his injuries, 
Mona expresses regret for trusting Gwynn and allowing her judgement to be overcome by 
her desire for him. 
At [ 222 I 2 I 1 I (713) ] the music modulates to A major as Gwynn suddenly rushes 
on stage delighted to see that Mona is unharmed. He denies accusations that he betrayed the 
rebellion, and counters that the bloodshed would have been averted had they listened to 
him. Gloom's unwavering hatred of Gwynn is captured in a brief motive that is pervasive 
throughout this section: 
Example 27 - Gloom's Hatred Motive [ 222 I 2 I 5 (714) J 
Gloom wants to kill Gwynn but is too weak. Mona then tells Gwynn to leave them and join 
his Roman kindred. Seeking to ensure that Mona's first words to Gwynn following the battle 
are highly expressive, Parker marked these lines ad lib and accompanies them with tremolo 
string parts to give the singer considerable flexibility in their delivery. At 
[ 224 I 2 I 1 I (720) ] Mona begins to sing the "Gwynn's Love" motive, but soon breaks it 
off as she calls him "false friend , false bard, false lover," singing a descending minor seventh 
interval for each accusation. Gwynn tells her to be silent, insists that he is truthful, and 
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discloses that he is the son of the Roman Governor. Gloom and Mona do not believe him, 
though Enya acknowledges that it is possible. 
At [ 213 I 4 I 2 I (751) ] the music begins a slow build up to Gwynn's death. As 
Gwynn beckons Mona to accompany him to his father, she experiences feelings of dijd vu 
and slowly realizes that Gwynn is the shadowy figure in her recurring dream. Mona becomes 
fixated by her dream and its significance, while Gwynn begs her to help him end the conflict. 
Parker begins with a sparse texture that features the first and second violins quietly playing 
tremolos. He keeps the accompaniment minimal until [ 232 I 3 I 2 I (754) ], when Nial's 
remark gives a strong indication that Gwynn is about to be killed. The orchestra then teems 
with activity, but abruptly quietens at [ 233 I 2 I 2 I (756) ], when Gwynn announces that he 
will not tarry for Mona and begins to leave. Both the text and music of this passage are 
intended to toy with the audience's anticipation. As Gwynn is leaving, Mona turns to him 
with arms outstretched and claims she is weary. He turns back and eagerly embraces her. 
However, immediately after Gwynn expresses his relief, the kettle drums begin to roll, 
starting a long crescendo that is joined first by the woodwinds and soon by the entire 
orchestra. Melodically, the crescendo passage is comprised of overlapping repetitions of the 
motive associated with Roman might that first appeared in the prelude of Act I. When the 
crescendo reaches its peak at [ 234 I 3 I 4 I (760) ], Mona drives her sword into Gwynn's 
throat. Immediately after she kills him the orchestra falls silent, with the exception of the 
violins, which hold a tremolo at the fermata while Gwynn's lifeless body hangs in Mona's 
arms. Following the release of the fermata, the oboes, English horns, and trumpets play a 
variation o f the "Gwynn's Love" motive. 
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Though it is easy to foresee Gwynn's death early in the opera's plot, this scene must 
have nevertheless been disheartening to the audience, especially on the heels of Gloom's 
pessimistic comments about the "true" reasons for the revolt. At this point, Hooker has 
poured cold water upon the motivations of his protagonists, leaving little doubt that the 
opera will end on a tragic note. The death of Gwynn is also incredibly empty in many 
respects . In contrast to Tristan who dies from a wound he endured fighting for the love of 
Isolde, Gwynn dies at the hands of his lover who slays him in a deceitful manner because 
she mistakes him for a traitor. While it is true that tragic plots are driven by the fallacies and 
weaknesses of characters, one must be able to empathize with the character for the experience 
to be meaningful. For this reason, good character development is an essential component of 
a good tragedy. Sadly, Hooker does very little of it in Mona; hence his audience cannot 
indulge in the experience of Mona's mistake. 
Despite the fact that both the rebellion and the love affair have ended in tragedy, Act 
III is only half over at this point in the score. This lengthy denouement is arguably the 
opera's greatest weakness from a dramatic standpoint, as it asks the audience to remain 
engaged long after the plot itself has essentially come to an end. 
Immediately after Gwynn has been slain, the orchestra falls silent, as Enya 
rhetorically asks Mona "What hast thou done?" with a simple melody constructed around a 
single descending semitone. This question is answered textually and musically by Mona's 
proclamation "I have proved myself. There lies my sacrifice," which is set with a melody that 
bears resemblance to the "Gwynn's Love" motive. The orchestra resumes its 
accompaniment as the stage light swells to indicate the morning sun has arrived in its 
fullness. A sizable instrumental interlude marked poco adagio ensues, which begins softly in 
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3/ 4 and features a melody that is simple and sweet in structure and rhythm, yet profoundly 
melancholic in the contour of its chromatic intervals. The interlude gradually increases in 
tension until [ 236 I 5 I 4 I (772) ] , when the fu ll orchestra crescendos to Jff as Parker-in a 
rare shift to completely diatonic language----<juickly runs through { i -t V1I413 -t V1 -t 
VII413 } progressions in the key areas of C-sharp minor, G-sharp minor, and D minor. As 
with previous instances of functional diatonicism, these relatively banal progressions are 
quite striking in the context of the opera's heavy reliance on chromaticism. 
Mona and her family continue to look upon Gwynn's dead body. A t 
[ 239 I 2 I 5 I (786) ] Parker again betrays his affinity for the harp as he employs both 
harpists, alongside piccolo and other winds, to produce an air of mysticism, while Nial 
appreciates Gwynn's soul hovering above his body. Nial's musings are cut short at 
[ 241 I 2 I 1 I (742) ] as the music quickens, and the timpani introduce a martial rhythm that 
represents the approach of the Roman legions. Here, as in the mob scene near the end of 
Act II, Parker overlaps short expressions by Mona, E nya, Gloom, and Nial to create a sense 
of panic and chaos. The Romans arrive and take Gloom and Nial prisoner. The Governor 
appears, asks for Gwynn, and learns that Mona has killed him. The Governor scorns them 
for killing their "last hope for mercy" and reveals that he would have crushed their rebellion 
much earlier had it not been for the pleas of his son. 
After learning of Gwynn's devotion to her and the people of Briton, Mona laments 
her mistake in a lengthy aria, which begins at [ 254 I 1 I 1 I (826) ] . In keeping with the rest 
of the opera, this final aria is through composed and can be conceptualized as having three 
parts. In the first part, Mona essentially acknowledges that it was God's will for her to be a 
woman and marry Gwynn, summarizing the moral of the plot and its challenge to the 
feminist ideals that Hooker rejected in Maeterlinck's Ariane et Barbe-Bieu: 
That was all God asked of me-only to drink my joy 
Only to be a woman, only to cease 
From struggling, rest so, and be drowsy glad 
Like a child comforted! 191 
The accompaniment for the initial portion of this first section is in 6/ 8 and uses Gwynn's 
key of B major, which is fitting, given that much of the text is devoted to her memories of 
his love. As Mona begins to sing of her ambitions to be Queen of Britain at 
[ 257 I 4 I 2 I (838) ], the music shifts to 4/ 4 meter and the key area of E minor, the 
tonality associated with Mona's role as leader. The second section of the aria that begins at 
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[ 260 I 3 I 1 I (846) ] touches upon the themes in the libretto related to the joys of life and 
nature, contrasting them to her life without Gwynn. Parker wrote the vocal line for this 
section in a more traditional manner by employing longer note durations and more conjunct 
movement. This entire contrasting section was cut from the Met production. Indeed, though 
a nice musical contrast, the text of this section sheds little light on the plot. The third and 
final section of the aria begins at [ 266 I 1 I 2 I (867) ] and consists of Mona honoring 
Gwynn and asking him to forgive her inability to "be a woman." Here too, Parker made 
significant cuts for the Met production, though much of this concluding section remains 
intact. At the very end of the aria Mona submits herself for arrest and acknowledges the 
peace and love that would have flourished had she given herself to Gwynn by proclaiming 
"A woman would have won!" 
19 1 Hooker and Parker, Mona, an Opera in Three Acts, 256 
Chapter 5 - Conclusions 
Effect on Parker 
Despite Mona's poor reception, Hooker and Parker maintained their faith in each 
other's talents and contributions to the creative partnership. When the less-than-favorable 
reviews of Mona surfaced in the papers the morning after its premiere, Hooker wrote in a 
note to Parker: 
The papers to-day look rather like a headache after the intoxication of last 
night. How far their disapproval can affect our future audiences remains to 
be seen. But while the fate of Mona is still in the balance I want to say to you 
that neither criticism nor the popular verdict can alter my feeling about your 
part of the work. I have lived with the score all winter; and I have never 
heard or remembered a page of it without finding some new beauty or fitness 
in it that I had not noticed before. After a hundred hearings it has but more 
and nobler things to say. That is what I care about in music; and that, in any 
art, is what is really worthwhile. Once fairly launched into deep water of 
understanding, that is what will endure. 
To work with you had been from the first a growing honor and pleasure. I 
feel that now more strongly than when you came to me at first, more 
strongly than when you won me the prize and my first real chance of success. 
And I wish for nothing more than the opportunity to make another opera 
with you, and to show people what we have learned from this. 192 
Indeed, the pair's subsequent collaboration on Fairyland suggests that Parker's steadfast 
support for Hooker also remained unshaken by Mona's reception. He was also overcome 
with gratitude and admiration for the work of Alfred Hertz. In a rare expression of 
unfettered praise, Parker wrote to Hertz: 
I can't put down one half of what I feel. Your workmanship was magnificent 
from beginning to end. You brought out every point I wanted to hear and 
found more beauties (for me) in the work than I suspected were there. Every 
192 Letter from Brian Hooker, March 15, 1912, HP Papers 26 / 22. 
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tempo was exactly right, everything you suggested was an improvement and I 
never came in contact with so sensitive, delicate, appreciative and competent 
a conductor.193 
Parker later went to the trouble of petitioning the American Opera Association of 
Los Angeles to solicit Hertz's services for the production of Fairyland. 194 
The only individual Parker expressly blamed for Mona's shortcomings was 
himself. On December 29, 1912, Parker seems to have come to terms with Mona in a 
letter to Hertz: 
I haven't seen or heard anything to make me more discontented with Mona 
than I have been all [this] time and I hope you too have some affection left 
for her after all your care and trouble last season. There seem to be good 
spots as well as the other kind and I believe that if we had as many opera 
organizations in American as there are [in E urope] it would go the rounds 
and perhaps please the serious part of the public. On rereading it all I think 
that there is some definite character to the music and that it is really 
personal.195 
The above statement is the only known testament to Parker's feelings of di scontent 
regarding some aspects of his opera. However, his philosophy concerning music and 
compositional objectives seems to have changed in the period that followed Mona. 
Specifically, he seems to increasingly want to cater to public taste in his compositions after 
1912. During the early stages of Mona's creation in 1909, Parker gave a speech to the 
American Academy of Arts and Letters in which he down played the importance of writing 
works that were accessible to general audiences: 
The commonest criticisms which we hear of strictly modern music charge it 
with a lack of reserve, amounting almost to shamelessness, and a degree of 
193 Letter to Alfred Hertz, March 15, 1912, HP Papers 26/ 4. 
194 Letter from The American Opera Association of Los Angeles, January 25, 1915, HP Papers 26/ 7; Mona 
veterans William Hinshaw and Albert Rei ss were also cast in Fairyland. 
195 Letter to Alfred Hertz, D ecember 29, 191 2, HP Papers 26/ 4. 
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complexity entirely incomprehensible to the average listener[ . .. ] As for 
complexity, it may sometimes be beyond the listener to appreciate [ ... ] But is 
such complexity a waste? ot necessarily, for a good work is never wasted. 
[Complexities] may, perhaps, be noticed only by the composer, the 
conductor and the individual performer, but they are there and constitute a 
drum on the respect and affection of future musicians. If the illdden ones 
were the only beauties they would be useless, but as gratwtous adilltional 
graces they call for approbation.196 
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In tills statement, one can see within Parker's tillnking the belief that "good" works contain 
a level of complexity appreciable only by astute musical minds. In light of these sentiments, 
it is not surprising that Parker opted to err on the side of making Mona too abstruse. As The 
N e1v York Times aptly stated, Mona is "profoundly serious music." 197 In fact, it is arguably the 
most "serious" work in Parker's output. H owever, sometillng in the experience of 
composing and producing Mona seems to have illrectly challenged tills view. 
In the correspondence that immeillately followed Mona, it is clear that Parker 
intended to use Alfred Hertz as a touchstone for ills future compositions. Unfortunately, 
very little has been written about H ertz, willch makes assessing ills impact on Parker 
djfficult.198 D espite premiering a handful of new works during his thirteen-year tenure at the 
Metropolitan Opera, Hertz spent most of ill s time performing a limited assortment of 
popular German operas. Willle Hertz clearly admired many of these works, ills official 
statement of retirement to the Met in 1915 suggests that he felt limited by ills position: 
I love my art, operatic conducting, but it is wearing and exhausting, and if it 
is confined, as mine has been at the Metropolitan, especially of late years, to 
comparatively few and necessarily often repeated operas, there is the 
I96 Horatio Parker, "Concerning Contemporary Music" address given to the American Academy of Arts, 
D ecember 14, 1909, HP Papers 35/ 10. 
197 "'Mona': A Step in Advance," The MHSical Com·in; March 13, 1912, LXI\1:11 , 21. 
198 Alfred H ertz's papers are held in the Music Library at University o f California, Berkley. l have not 
encountered any literature to sugges t that they have been properly assessed. 
possibility that the imagination eventually might be blurred and the initiative 
retarded.199 
Hertz's activities on the West Coast as a concert conductor probably provide a broader 
portrait of his musical tastes and philosophies. From 1915 to 1929, Hertz served as the 
conductor of the San Francisco Symphony. He also helped found the early "Symphony 
under the Stars" concerts that began at the Hollywood Bowl in 1922. In contrast to the 
lavish interior of the Metropolitan opera house, spectators attending the first season of the 
Bowl concerts paid twenty-five cents to sit on small wooden benches arranged on the 
hillsides of Bolton Canyon and hear Hertz conduct the Los Angeles Philharmonic. The 
repertoire from this first season featured short excerpts from popular works by a diverse 
array of composers-from Bach and Beethoven to "The Russian Five" and Arthur 
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Farwell.200 It is difficult to ascertain how much artistic discretion Hertz had in the creation of 
the program, but his participation in such concerts is telling. One of Hertz's friends, Henry 
Rothwell, even attempted to di ssuade him from participating in the series. Hertz described 
Rothwell's arguments in his memoirs: 
His claim "\Vas that it was beneath my dignity and that it would be bad for the 
orchestra to play out of doors . I told him at the time that if it was beneath 
my dignity I would not do it, and if I saw my way clear to give these concerts 
it would not hurt the orchestra. 20 1 
At the conclusion of the first season, he publicly praised the efforts of organizers to bring 
music to the masses, commenting "I believe that I have done more to spread the gospel of 
good music during the last ten weeks than in all my life before." In later remarks, he praised 
Artie Mason Carter, the principal organizer of the Bowl concerts, and her "most original 
199 Alfred H ertz to Otto Kahn, January 20, 1915, Found in Met Archive file folder on Hertz. Letter is publi shed 
in what appears to be a clipping from a Met program. 
ZOO(atherine Parsons Smith, "Founding the HoUywood Bowl," Ammcan Music 11, no. 2 (1993) : 227. 
20 1 Quoted in Ibid.: 241. 
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plan to democratize music in the southern part of California." Moreover, he favorably 
compared the widespread public support for the Bowl concerts with "the relatively small 
group of wealthy people" who were dictating the future of his own orchestra in San 
Francisco. 202 Hertz also directed the Federal Music Project in the San Francisco for a few 
seasons, which was a New D eal program designed to promote the creation and performance 
of music during the Great Depression. In his final years, Hertz showed particular interest in 
non-professional and school orchestras, as he felt such ensembles made a distinct 
contribution to American musicallife.203 Upon his death in 1942, he left the bulk of his 
sizable estate to the University of California for the institution to erect a concert hall and 
fund music scholarships. 204 
While most of these activities occurred well after Parker's death, , they constitute the 
few clues available for sketching the philosophies of the man by whom Parker sought to 
measure his artistic achievements after Mona. It is true that the two men shared a common 
background in German schools of pedagogy. Hertz seemingly had a greater affinity for 
Wagner than Parker did and once called Der Ring des Nibelungen "the greatest musical work 
that has been given to the world."205 However, he was not a Wagnerian ideologue. Indeed, 
perhaps the most famou s act of Hertz's career was his conducting of the Met's 
"unauthorized" staged production of Parsifal on Christmas Eve of 1903, an event that greatly 
angered Cosima Wagner. His later activities indicate that he possessed an interest in 
advancing both American performers and appreciators of music. While this interest may 
zoz Quoted in Ibid.: 228. 
203 Obituary from Pacific Coast Musician, May 2, 1942, found in Alfred Hertz folder at Met Archive. 
204 "Hertz Estate Left to Cause of Music," Unidentified clipping, found in Alfred Hertz folder at Met A rchive . 
205 
"New Yo rk 's Musical Growth : Hertz Notes the Changes of Seven Years," Unidentified clipping, March 
1909, found in the Alfred Hertz folder at the Met Archive. 
have developed after 191 7, when Hertz became a U.S. citizen, had he held this interest in 
1912 it would have been another common cause with Parker. However while these shared 
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traits may have provided a basis for friendship between the two, I believe it was Hertz's 
ability to please audjences that ultimately garnered Parker's deep respect and admiration. 
Throughout his career, Hertz seems to receive consistent praise for his ability to bring music 
to life from the poruum. Hertz knew opera but more specifically seemed to have a keen 
sense of what his audiences desired. 
I suspect that the public's rusappointment with Mona was qcite rufficult for Parker. 
During the Met contest and the lead up to Mona's premiere there was considerable 
excitement and anticipation, and it must have been very hard for Parker-an ardent 
supporter of American music-to watch this enthusiasm russipate in response to a work in 
which he had invested an inordinate amount of time and energy. Mona was an original, 
complex, and artful work, but was nevertheless appreciated by a select few. After struggling 
to compose the work during a djfficult period in his personal life, suffering the criticism of 
the press, and enduring some very rufficult rehearsals, Parker was undoubtedly compelled to 
re-evaluate whether or not some of his ideals were worthwhile. He had always been an 
idealist and advocated high standards in American art music; however as Chapter One 
establishes, he was equally committed to developing an educated American auruence that 
could appreciate and enjf!)l such works. Consequently, I believe that the fact that so many 
people did not enj oy Mona ultimately led Parker to take greater pains to ensure the 
accessibility of his works-an objective he sought to realize with Hertz's guidance. 
In Parker's December 29, 1912letter to Hertz, the same letter in which he expresses 
discontentment with Mona, he wrote: 
I have made sketches for a new [opera) as different from Mona as anything 
can be. It is better theatrically-not better music I fear-and I am going to 
keep it liquid. It is far sweeter and more cheerful than Mona but not without 
serious moments. 206 
Parker expresses his desire to have Hertz review the sketches and offers to meet the 
conductor "anywhere" in order to receive his opinion. Furthermore, he notes, "if it pleases 
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you I shall finish it but if you do not like it I shall probably write a popular history of music 
for schools and colleges."207 While no further correspondence survives, the end result of the 
sketches referenced in the letter was Fairyland (1915), a piece which appealed to the operatic 
taste of the average American in its use of musical styles that were generally associated with 
operetta or musical comedy.208 In the years that followed, many of Parker's later works 
venture into a realm of emotion and sentimentality that he had previously sought to avoid. 
The Dream of Mary (1918), for instance, utilizes the simplicity and accessibili ty of the 
congregational hymn alongside the dramatic appeal of melodrama. Similarly, Parker's 
compositions related to World War I, such as The Red Cross Spirit Speaks (1918) and A.D. 
1919 (191 9), exhibit elements of catharsis and overt patriotism that would be out of place in 
Parker's earlier style. Moreover, in A .D. 1919 Parker favored accessibility above other 
considerations to ensure that, in his words, "every man Jack in the audjence mjght 
understand it."209 Indeed, these works and their "popular" characteristics seem to drift 
further away from Mona and the ideology expressed in his 1909 address. 
After 1915, Parker's writings and speeches also begin to evidence an increased 
respect for popular taste. In these last four years of his life, many of Parker's conservative 
206 Letter to Alfred Hertz, D ecember 29, 1912, HP Papers 26/ 4. 
207 Ibid. 
208 Kearns, Horatio Parker; 70. 
209 Smith and Strunk, "A Study of Horatio Parker," 161. 
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opinions concerning "good" music and its role in society seem to have been replaced by 
more moderate- even pluralistic-philosophies. Kearns speculates that his involvement in 
the production of hymnals, pedagogical texts, and other publications intended for amateur 
use, in combination with his years of teaching and directing amateur musicians, may have 
caused him to reconsider the various social functions of music.21° Furthermore, while Parker 
had previously concerned himself exclusively with Western classical music, after 1915 he 
seemed to adhere to a philosophical position that embraced a much wider musical spectrum. 
Although he discerned a clear divide between "folk" and "art" music, his writing reflects a 
greater appreciation for the former's potential merits.211 In 1916, in the conservative 
atmosphere of the Music Teachers National Association meeting in Washington, D.C. , he 
defended the Moody and Sankey quartet choir and ragtime music, stating that they were 
harmless provided they were understood to be folk music. Moreover, Parker added that he 
was not "alarmed" by their "vulgarity," noting "what is better or more vulgar than fried 
onions in their proper surroundings?"212 In one of his final publications, a piece entitled 
"Our Taste in Music," submitted to the Yale Revieu; in 1918, Parker detailed hi s phjlosophy 
on notions of artistic worth. In this essay, he asserts that there are "permanent artistic 
values" that are independent of "time and fashion," but simultaneously acknowledges the 
subjectivity of musical worth: 
In truth there are two very different kinds of taste. May I call them high and 
low to save space? I am tempted to suffix "brow" to each adj ective for entire 
clarity. Each inclines resolutely to ignore and despi se the other. "Stupid and 
dull as ditchwater," says Mulvaney of the symphony; " hopelessly trivial and 
vulgar," is Mr. Endicott's comment on an insinuating waltz. Perhaps both are 
210 Kearns, H oratio Parker, 70-71. 
211 Letter to Rev. E rnest defremery Miel, May 5, 191 7, HP Papers 26/ 5. 
212 Hora tio Parker, Speech given to the Music Teachers ational Association, ca. 1916, HP Papers 35/ 2. 
right. I think an enormous part of our national common progress is made by 
breaking down barriers between such types. Training the lowly to enjoy 
exalted music is known to be meritorious. I never heard anyone commend 
the reverse process of training the fastidious to recognize vulgar excellence. 
Perhaps it is not needful, but I imagine there may be some virtue in it. Good 
and bad are relative terms in music as well as in life. 213 
It is clear in the article that Parker still held strong beliefs on what constituted meritorious 
music. However, Parker's language also reflects a consciousness of the subjectivity of his 
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beliefs and a willingness to endorse the enjoyment of a wide variety of music-both popular 
and serious. Parker also asserts that he had witnessed all forms of American music improve 
over the course of his lifetime and expresses his belief that the American audience had 
sharpened its ability to appreciate good works of music.214 
Lastly, in terms of the characteristics Parker came to value in opera, his January 4'h 
1916 address entitled "French Opera," given in Springfield, Massachusetts, indentifies the 
characteristics he considered to be essential to good opera after producing both Mona and 
Fairyland: 
... better dramatic habits, for better declamation and for more eloquent 
orchestral expression. It is a perpetual problem, the nature of which changes 
from one generation to another. And it can never be solved but it is one 
which the best musical minds have sharpened themselves ever since [opera] 
was first offered.215 
Parker also expresses a strong belief that American opera should forge a separate, 
independent path from its European counterparts: 
[The French] have not yet swallowed the whole of Wagner and I for one 
think none the less of them for that. Our situation in America is in a way that 
of an umpire with the responsibilities of choice and decision, neither of 
213 Horatio Parker, Typescript of article published in July 1918 edition of the Yale RevieJJJ, HP Papers 36/ 8, p. 3. 
2 14 Ibid. 
21s H oratio Parker, "French Opera" address given in Springfield , rviA, January 4, 1916, HP Papers 35/ 11 . 
which, however, is binding on any contestant. It is hjgh time that we should 
lay aside our habitual eclecticism as an end or as an object and it is time for 
d hi f 2 16 us to pro uce somet ng o our own. 
Indeed, the stylistic shift that occurred in Parker's compositional styles between Mona and 
Fairyland, in conjunction with these statements, suggests that Parker may have eventually 
come to regret ills heavy reliance on Wagnerian practices in Mona. 
Influence on American Opera 
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Many of the American operas that preceded Mona were criticized for being frivolous. 
Needless to say, tills was one charge that was not levelled against Parker's opera. In many 
respects, Parker delivered the substantial, serious opera for which many critics bad been 
clamoring, but Mona seems to have contributed very little to the identity of American opera. 
This is not surprising given that, apart from its use of the E nglish language and the 
nationality of its creators, Mona bas very little to do with the United States. The plot of the 
libretto, willcb employs an antiquated form of English associated with its E uropean heritage, 
is set in early Britain and admorusbes a people living under foreign control for mounting a 
revolution against a powerful empire in the name of freedom. The music of the opera employs 
an established G erman aesthetic, and its most striking characteristic is its incessant use of 
Wagnerian leawng motives. Indeed, as Ronald Eyer wrote in 1961: 
216 Ibid. 
From a historical point of view it was most interes ting as a classic example of 
the almost complete domination of American music by the German tradition 
before the advent of Nadia Boulanger. 217 
217 Ronald Eyer, "Orchestra o f America," Ne1v Yot·k H erald T1ibllne, February 24, 1961. 
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For all these reasons, it would be fair for one to question if Mona is truly an "American" 
opera. 
Like many serious American operas fro m this period, Mona seems to have quickly 
fallen into obscurity. Mona and operas like it lacked both the authenticity demanded by 
European traditionalists and the distinctiveness required to claim the mantle of American 
opera. Parker sought to develop European traditions in the United States not through 
hybridity or divergence, but by continuing the path that began across the Atlantic. However 
when surveying the handful of American operas that ultimately experienced long term 
success-Porgy and Bess (1935), Susannah (1955), T/Je Ballad ofBai?J Doe (1956)-most deviate 
from this path by setting texts on contemporary American subjects to music that 
incorporates the distinctive sounds of American folk, jazz, and popular music. For all of 
these reasons, neither Mona nor Parker were ideal candidates to define a new national style of 
opera for the United States. 
Post-1912 Performances and Recordings 
Mona has not been performed in its entirety since the original Met production, 
though over the years excepts have been performed. In June of 1935, Parker's former 
student D avid Stanley Smith, who eventually succeeded him as Dean of the Yale School of 
Music, conducted the New Haven Symphony in a performance of various excerpts from the 
opera, which included the opening prelude from Act 1.218 Conductor Richard Korn recorded 
some instrumental passages from Mona with the Philharmonia Orchestra in 1955, and 
218 Various letters in library correspondence file (HP Papers 29 / 18). 
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subsequently performed and recorded both the prelude to Act I, as well as the love duet 
between Mona and Gwynn from Act II with Arlene Saunders, Enrico D i Giuseppe, and the 
Orchestra of America in 1961. A recording of tl1e prelude from Act I was also released by 
Howard Hanson and the Eastman Rochester Orchestra in 1970. 
Perhaps the most interesting chapter in Mona's brief performance history involved 
American conductor William Strickland . Strickland sought to record excerpts from Mona 
with the Warsaw Opera and Chorus in the summer of 1969, but Yale was unable to locate 
the orchestra parts . Library correspondence details an intensive search and an elaborate plan 
to convey the material to the U.S. Embassy in Poland through the State D epartment. 
However, it does not appear as though the parts were found in time for Strickland's 
..J: 219 recorwng. 
Future Prospects for Mona 
lvlona is an important chapter in the history of American opera and is certainly 
worthy of another production. Though the opera failed to make its way into the permanent 
repertory of the Met, it probably would have received subsequent productions had it not 
been for the Met's legal hold on the work and the considerable resources an opera company 
would require to stage it. 
Two ironies feature prominently in tl1e story of M ona. The first irony is that the very 
contest that prompted Parker and H ooker to create the opera and elevated the work to the 
219 While there is no letter noting the abandonment of Strickland's venture to record !Vfona, the later 
correspondence between Strickland, Yale, and the U.S . State D epartment suggest the prospects of its success 
were bleak. Moreover, I have been unable to fin d any record of Strickland performing Mona. 
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national spotlight was simultaneously detrimental to its success. The press's coverage of the 
event created high expectations for lvfona among Parker's supporters, while discontent over 
the contest's management intensified the vitriol of his critics. Indeed, a writer for Musical 
America remarked that he did not "feel certain that everybody is praying for [Mona's] 
success."
22
° Consequently, the premiere and reception of Mona were greatly affected by the 
politics that saturated the contest responsible for its creation. 
The second irony of Nfona is that the libretto was, at once, the opera's greatest asset 
and its greatest drawback. It is a beautiful piece of literature consisting of skilfully-crafted 
verse that is rich with meaning. Parker believed this, and took great pains to compose music 
that highlighted Hooker's libretto. However, Hooker's libretto was ill-suited to opera and 
hard to understand when sung, and it featured a plot that alienated many audience members 
with its abstract content and dark themes. 
Mona would still face significant obstacles if it were performed today. It contains 
some exquisite moments of music and drama, but both composer and librettist lacked 
economy. The abrupt ending of the real plot in the middle of Act III and the inordinate 
amount of time the audience must spend listening to the adolescent quibbling between 
Mona and Gwynn impede the dramatic flow of the work. Moreover, Hooker's failure to 
develop his characters, coupled with his apparent admonishment of his protagonist's 
motivations in Act Ill, leaves the appreciator without the thrill of an epic, the passion of a 
romance, or the catharsis of a tragedy. These dramatic deficits, alongside Parker's avoidance 
of melodic lyricism and diatonic harmony throughout the work, would continue to vitiate its 
reception among modern audiences. 
220 Musica/A11mica, March 9,1912, vol. 15, 7. 
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H owever, a modern perfo rmance would also be advantaged in certain respects. With 
old disputes and envies in the past, the Met contest now serves only to enrich Monds history 
and garner interest in the work. Predicting the public 's reception of the message of the 
libretto i less easy. H ooker's intended moral, that "woman derives her strength from her 
womanliness and not from usurping the functions that belong to man," would obviously be 
poorly received in the wake of modern feminism. H owever, I believe that a modern audience 
would likely focus much of its attention on the competition between violent aggression and 
pacifism in the opera and perceive Mona's primary flaw to be her willingness to succumb to 
the solution of violence-not her decision to defy the female gender role. It is difficult to 
predict if it would be easier fo r a modern audience to understand the sung text than the one 
at the first performances . There are certainly more skilled vocalists capable of singing 
proficiently in E nglish today, than in Parker's time, though it could be argued that audience 
members in 1912-who were presumably more accustomed to publications like the K.ing 
James Bible-were better conditioned to comprehend the early modern E nglish employed 
by H ooker. However any future production should bear in mind that the Met audiences had 
significant difficulties understanding the text and should take appropriate measures. It is also 
possible that a modern audience, having experienced the music of the Second Viennese 
School and works such as Wo zzeck (1925), would have a greater tolerance of Parker's 
persisten t avoidance of lyricism and diatonic harmony. 
Convincing an opera company to devote the significant resources needed to stage 
Mona wo uld probably be quite difficult. The company would also need to decide whether to 
realize the opera as performed in 1912 at the Met, or attempt to realize their own version 
based on the original score. Realistically, those who wish to advocate for a modern 
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production of Mona should probably first encourage the performance of excerpts from the 
opera, such as the Love Duet at the end of Act II or the handful of orchestral preludes and 
interludes in the work-following in the footsteps of conductors such as Howard H anson 
and Richard Korn. Such initiatives would help to increase the public's awareness of the work 
and perhaps foster interest in a full production. 
Mona in the context of Parker Scholarship 
H oratio Parker is a composer who is best known for his role as Charles Ives's 
teacher at Yale and is often perceived in relation to his student. Parker and his European 
training are often contrasted with the homemade "Yankee ingenuity" of George Ives, while 
his conservative musical style is often cited as an obstacle that Charles faced during his years 
at Yale. I eedless to say, this reputation is problematic for P arker's historiography and 
general reputation. The comparison is also unfair, especially in the case of musical style. His 
lifelong friend George Chadwick concedes that some of Parker's works bear a "made-to-
order" quality and seeming recycle the broad traits of his previous works.221 However Ives's 
wealth as an insurance executive enabled him to publish and perform his works without 
regard for their potential reception. Parker on the other band strove to make a living as a 
musician and needed to write works that appealed to traditional sensibilities. 
Mona demonstrates that, while Parker's works did not feature the musical language of 
Charles Ives, his works were not universally conservative. Most of the devices Parker 
employs in Mona are not his inventions but belong to the progressive Gennan school of 
22 1 Smith and Strunk, "A Study of Horatio Parker," 159, 62. 
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composition. Mona is nevertheless an innovative piece in the degree and manner in which 
these devices are employed. Chromaticism is an integral component of the opera's musical 
language-not an occasional trick or gimmick. Mona's melodic content seems to be 
comprised almost entirely of leading motives; they are the fabric of the music and connect 
nearly every musical thought to the libretto. Mona is a work of considerable complexity and 
demonstrates Parker's proficiency as a composer and theorist. At the same time, the opera 
betrays several weaknesses. It illustrates his inexperience in accompanying the voice with the 
rich orchestral textures that rose to prominence in the nineteenth century. While Parker had 
previously composed large vocal works with success, many of these works utili zed older 
orchestral textures that stem from the eighteenth century-not the dense Wagnerian 
aes thetic attempted in Mona. His inexperience in writing musical drama is also demonstrated. 
In Mona, Parker sets individual verses and dramatic moments to music very effectively, but 
the larger work lacks the controlled exposition and moderation of material needed to sustain 
the listener's interest. Lastly, Mona betrays Parker's inability to take account of or understand 
public taste. 
As previously mentioned, I believe the experience of writing and producing Mona 
prompted Parker to place a higher priority on public taste, and was a factor in him gradually 
adopting a more pluralistic appreciation of music. The opera therefore represents an 
important watershed in Parker's compositional career. Further examination of those works 
of Parker that fall before and after Mona is needed for the true significance of this watershed 
to be determined. 
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Appendix - Photographs 
Image 3 - From top left: Horatio Parker, Giulio Gatti-Casazza, Brian Hooker, Alfred Hertz, 
Louise Homer 
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Image 4 - Set of Act I 
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Image 5 - Set of Act II 
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Image 6 - Set of Act III 
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Image 7 - Louise Homer as Mona 
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Image 8 -Louise Homer as Mona 
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Image 9 - Riccardo Martin as Gwynn 
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Image 10 - Riccardo Martin (Gwynn) and Putnam Griswold (The Governor) 
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Image 11- From left: Riccardo Martin (Gwynn), Louise Horner (Mona), Rita Fornia (Enya), Albert 
Reiss (Nial) 
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Image 12- From left: William Hinshaw (Gloom), Louise Homer (Mona), Lambert Murphy (Caradoc) 
